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PAllT I

THE PRESS

CILJ\J?TEH. I

INTRODUCTION
Part I of this paper does not dispute the fact that
during the period. 1830-1848 l' there was in

l~ombardyli

a.nd to

a lesser extent in the rest of northern Italy, those 1';ho
closely watched and commented uI)on a series of econom:i.c

social changes taking place in Europe and elsevlb.ere.

EiXl.d

Nor

does it take issue with the fact that some of them did use
wi tp. some degree of ef:t:ectiveness pul)lic journals to report

facts and express their opinions--however
kind of understood conspiracy.

indirectl~l~.....in

a

Finally', this paper does not

quarrel with the proposition that in their writings they recognized a necessary

relat~on

between economic and social

probrress and the engendering of acti.on leading towards po-

litical emancipation.

Rather, Part I questions the
.-

~ee.

of effectiveness of the journals in helping to form the
talian national spirit.

I~

Particularly, this paper rejects

some of the positive claims put forth by Professor Kent Roberts Greenfield 1 in his thesis on the subject, which the
reader is invited to stu.dy, in order to be in a better po1Kent Roberts Greenfield, li,conomics and Libera,lj.sm in
the Risorg%mentq (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1965).

2

sition to evaluate points put forth in Pax't I of this paper.

The process of determining the degree of effectiveness
of the printed word on the minds of men--singly or 0011eotively-.,..,involves at best abstra"ctive. qualities difficult to

ascer-tail1 and measure with any great reassu:rance of certitude.

nIt i.s dJ.fficuJ.t to determine the immediate results
of a periodical. It 2 It is even more difficult to de term:Lne

the long-range results.
Too, in the case of the Italian peninsula, 1830-1848 11
-the appraisal must reach across the viaduct of years........itlell

over a cent·ury·--to a land then divided and dormant GL."Y),d to a,
time when records keptt especially those of the

press~

were

and still are today, largely. subjeetive, incon.sistent, frag·...
mentary and in many cases non-·existent.

However, some COnCl"LlSions on nltalian national jou:rnalism" can be reached, even on the basis of the meager informa.tion extant, if r'easonableness and judicious logic are
i.nvoked in assembling evidence, dI'8.'t'li.ng i.nferences therefrom,

making comparisons and then forming judgments leadlng to concluf~;j,.ons•

When access to primary source material was impossible,

..
iii

and conclusion postulated by this paper could be referred
back to the very inforrra tion and figures utilized in

2Greenfield, £UL~cit., p. 185~

t..~at

'7
.)

thesis; this process \'1as also reinforced by reference to oth-

er material as well.
Since there was in the period. 1830-1848 a well defined exchange of ideas among a small group of Lombard journalists, as postulated by the Greenfield thesis, thei.r writings can be studied as somewhat typical of' the even smaller
group of liberal thinkers in the rest of northern Italy.

I.

·ed as

DEFINITION

FOT'

purposes of this paper, the term, ftpress ~ It defin.·..

ft • • •

printed publications collectively, especi.ally·

A p .e.r"~o d
' ]..s ~ • • ,,3.J. s
n e"T~pa'per S anu.
~ca
c<

'1"
d S-yLI
'lo 01ymO"Q]
• th
1....b8
.L
' t.A;:::)~.Y WJ."
;..

the term "journalism."

II.

BRIEF SURVEY:

1815-1848

Napoleon's disastrous retreat from Moscow and his subsequent defeat rold exile ended an era.

The 1815 Treaty of

Vi.e::cma imposed the reactionary influence of Austria on Eu-

rope and restored autocrats wherever possible •. Fearful. of
wha.t might happen as the result of "republicanism," the re"':'"

spective rulers imposed, in varying degrees, most drastic
controls of the press.

In the first half of the 19th century the press in 1taly was almost non-existent, and the professi.on of

journa~-,

ism might we}.l have been scheduled as a da.ngerous occupa-

3W~\NID, 1965.

4
tion.

"Italian journalism emerged. late in the history of the

Peninsuial)u4

In the era after 1815 in the eight states of the

Pen~

insula, which included the Austrian provinces of LombardyVenetia, and the "independent" states of .Piedmont,. '1:uscany,
Parma, Lucca, Modena, the Papal States, and the

F~ngdom

of

Naples and Sicily, there were, all told, some ni.nety publications.

A single official

gazzet~e

(lfprivileged, It

i.~.,

. official), which each state supported, contained government
announcements and such other material as ea.ch government

tnought fit to publish; naturally, the activities of these
goYernments 'were al1'lays reported in a favorable light.

In

addi tion, there were a ferT r'familyli papers} trade journals i

or what was also called journals of useful knowledge (22~
gnizioni utili) publications closely akin to almanacs, re-

views of one kind or another, and ecclesiastical publicationsc
This was the extent of journalism---there was no news....

paper as it is known today published in that period·--untiI
1847 when the first "free" newspaper was founded in northern

Italy, in Piedmont, by Count Cavour, called II Risorgimenj&,
which gave the period its name.
It was not fu~til 1847, for example, that a genuine
magazine, Predari's Antolo~, was permitted in Piedmont; and the fate of the Lombard Conciliatore and
the :Florenti.ne Antolo~, both suppressed by the Austrian authorities directly or indirectly, was plain
4Kenneth E. Olson, 1"'11e History Nakers (Baton Rouge:
Irouisiana State,Univer'sity Press, -1966), -p". 231.

5
evidenoe of the severity of the censorship.5
The

Co:ggJ-li_~~, 1818~-1819,

for its time.

lico,

n •••

vIas an audaoious journ.a.l

It was fOill1ded by the dramatist Silvio Eel-

its soul and .life.

&1\

_,

,~.~ together with the Milanese
•.

Counts Lugi Porro-Lambertenghi and Federico Confalonieri,
and it burst upon the scene with promise and brilliance.
~'L' ItalL8:.. ~i

applaude-il' aver data la luce a Galileoo.

0

(I-

II

taly applauds herself that she gav~ light to Galileo),7 proclaimed the

9on.2j.J:iator~

in an indirect blast against gov-

ernrnent oppress:i.on"

In a sense, the

Conq1~i~~~ can

be called the fore-

runner of several journals that tried ill their own
extend liberal thought.
" ••• 1'-ras

the f:Lrst

\\fay'

to

Among other things, this journal

Ital~an

review to champion Romanticism,

together with many of that philosophy's overtones of nationalismand independence ~ uS ... It tried t~ awaken its· readel'>s to
the great ao.vantages of economic and scientific advancements,

of public education and of lay philanthropic associations;
perhaps most significant of all, its editors were not above
using witticisms to make political allusions.
~tore

The Conqili.::

was bound to arouse the Austrian government's ire.

of

5H• Hearder (ed.) ') A Shor"t Historx
University Press, 1967), p. 133.

C~bridge

It

Ital:y (New York:

.

of.

Cazzamini-Mussi, I I Giornalismo a Milano (Milano:
Familglia r~eneghina Edi trice;-1934), p. 287. -,..
7Renato Soriga (ed.), Pagine Inedi,E .del Conciliatore
(Nilano: Tipografi.a Antonio Cordani, 1930;, p. 6.
8-

.

. H. W. Boynton, JOlU"nalism and Iii terature (New York:
Houghton Mi.fflin Co., i904}"':-p. 41. ---

6

was

u ••• repeatedly

maimed and mutilated by the censor, and

in mid-October, 1819,

1-laS

abandoned. ,,9

In spite of the repressive action of the government,
and its . continued; suryeillance, .,adetermlned and, not alto-

gether'unsuccessful effort was made in Lombardy to produce
what might be loosely termed a patriotic jour·nal.
In 1827, the editorship of Lampato's jOlITnal with
the bland but ponderous title of Annali_UYfhyersali
di ~t~tislica, . econ_qrgia pu.bQliCl~ st2£ia e comm.e:£=
£~.Qt was turned over to the editorship of G D.
Romagnosi, reputed to be onelsf the finest intellects in Italy at that time.
Q

Through the

!~l~

Romagnosi sought to draw Italy from

the condition of backwardness and isolati.on to the high road
of

E~ropean

progress, not by means of historical comparison

like the Romantics nor by Mazzinian uprisings, but by the
forbidding road of political economy, trade statistics and
industrial information and promotion.
Romagnosi turned all his attention to the industrial
progress of France and Englffild and largely ignored Austria,
in his comparisons with the state of affairs in Italy.
He gathered round him a group of able assistants,
Carlo Cattaneo, Cesare Correnti and others, and set
to work to create a well informed and interested--public opinion-be~i on the economic and industrial
revival of Italy.
Gttalics minel
After some ten years as editor, Romagnosi died, but the
9George L. Bird (ed.), The Press and Soci~tl (New York:
Prentice-Hall, 1951), p. 121.
lOFrancesco Fattorello, nGiornale," Enci~..g.j..p. Ital':.
iana ed. Giovanni Gentile, XVII, p. 184 (1933l.
11

Arthur J. \'lhyte, E\]'olution of Modern Italy (Oxford:
Basil Blackwell .Co.• , Ltd., -1950 f,' p. 43lt

7
Arm.ali· 'went on, and out' of' it grew.the t\'lO other great Lom~bard publications:

Battaglia's Rivi?ta

e~9~.e~,

1838, and

Cattaneo's Politecnico, 1839 •
. As' proclaimed .by

,i~s

title s the RivJsta

eu:r.:.QJ?e_~' s

for-

mat ''las to be European in scope, and, rather unsuccessfully,
sought whenever possible to present to its readers the best
·Italy could produce by meaX1S of original contributions from
living wri tel's or by review's of their ·works.

The great Ib:3..1-

ian writers of the past "lere celebrated and often compared
wi th the best that vras being produced in other cOlxo.tries"

Carlo Cattaneo in 1839 founded the third. in this series of principal Lombard journals called the Eshl-itecniq.,g..
Cattaneo declared in his Introduction that the supreme purpose of the journal \'lould be the prompt dif....
fusion of scientific knowledge to meet the pressing
needs of contempora:c~f Italian life, and particu-·
larl~2the need of promoting eV$ry mamler of indus-

try.

But,

.

1h~fortunately

.

for efforts to develop the national'

spirit, Cattaneo was never a na.tionalist in the unitary sense,
and he devoted much space in his journal to purely Lombard
matters, revealing no great penchant for relating Lombardy's
needs and problems to those of other states of Italy.
ever,

n •• ~Cattaneo's

HOVT-~

work was marked by bold imagination

1
c01.lrage in cri tici~m" n 3

~~d

Hls peryasive knowledge gave to

Politecnico a scholarliness perhaps surprassing at times even
that of Romagnosi' s

Annali~.

12Greenfield, o£~sU·t., p. 184.
l~

5Fattorel1.o, .Q.P~.:~i~:., p. 186.

8

.

~he

trial.~,

other publications, such,as the L'ARe ftelle

cogni~

1844, of the trade jouranl li.ne "lere useful but of

little value :Ln the formation of .. the national spirit.

was the same with business journals, such as the Bco
Borsa, 1839, and related publications.

of

II

pas time," or of the salon, such as

It
del~~

So-called journals

I __ te_atri, Co£tlere

delle dapl..!t, bo~h founded' in 1833; Giq,r11.alEL.9-i---poyita~11J?-·
!iC~~l ~~teLarie

e

le~i~li,

1833, and the

PiJ~~,

1840,

among ethers, 'were mostly for the leisu:ced aristocracy' and
of ephemeral value.

The first pictorial periodical at Milan

. was the .9osmorama pittoricQ., founded in 1835; it brought to
)

its subscribers illustrations of physi.cs, chemistry', mechanical devices,

etc~1

and attained some popularity, but

its subject matter in time became. quite literary and its il..

o

lustrations so nevr and involved that they were often unintel-

ligib1e to many of the literate peoplee
There were papers in the other states of Italy as well,
but with the exception of those founded after the lifting of
some' of the restrictions of the press after 1847, they were

generally of no value i.n helping to form the national spirit. ,
In Genoa, for example, in 1828, G. Mazzini founded under license the promising

~In9-ic0:.tore

Genove,§.§., and in 1829 he
i

founded in Leghorn J'Indicatore

Livornes~,

also under license.

H01oJever, both papers had but a· brief Ii.fe because of the anti2.
government attitude of r.J:azzini which invariably showed in his·
writings~

9
The Papal States had some twelve papers which, before
1847, were hj.ghly conservative in character, devoid of any
political news, and almost exclusively devoted to ecclesiastical mat.ters.
G. P

tl

Vieusseux' s

~tologi.~,

1821, was worthy of praise.

The

founded in ]'lorence in

~chy

of

1~scany

was rela....

tively mild in its censorship; therefore, the !,ntologia was
able to flourish.

It came out regularly at the first of the

month and was generall:v regarded as lj.beral.
It was inevi table that the f-nt.91ggia wou.ld occupy
itHelf with political arguments, irrespective of its
initial ann01..illCement thatl~ t promised a journal of
letters, science and art.- .
.

Cuts, suppressions and limi t.ations sometimes interferred wlth

the publication of Vieusseux's jrntologJ-a; however, some things
did manage to pass, some discrete allusions, some comparisons
of the present with the past.

The censor would sometimes pro-

hibit innocent allusions, and would let others not so innocent to pass.
Another form of f1journalism" which became somewhat
popular were the almanacs or strenne,

of the year.

ci~culated

on the first

The strenne ranged in form all the way from the

cheap farmer's almanac to the very expensive and elaborate
literary ones which the well-to-do presented to each other
as a New Year's greeting.

The jouranlists at first repeat-

edly criticized the poor almanacs for the quackery and cheap
14Cesare Spellanzon, Storia del Risotgimento edell'
Unita •. Vol .. II: Da.JiQ:QQ.. i mati del 1820-21 alIa elezione
di. Pa..pa p.~tiX.*§_4~·(I~ilario:·.Rj_zzolj.andCo.,1934), p. 555.
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romance "lhich they dispensed to the poor, or sat1rized the
expensive ones for their elaborate frivolity.

But soon they

understood the use to which both kinds could be turned as a
means of communicating sound and useful information and as
an aid in

".~'. quickening a patri otic consciousness. 11 1 5 The

fresagi.q"

1835, ''las one that realized for a time the liber-

al ideals- and it was published by several young men a.mong
whom could be counted some of the founders of lli-.xi..§.ta

.~Q::

]§.e,.
The liberal and patriotic ideal of the .~Eennc2;

embodied in thefaruous NiEo1§

de11.€L..Y.~~2,;,-Y~~

iNa-S

whi.ch Ce---.,

sare Correnti slipped past the censor and pUblished)in 1847-

48.

"It contained in popularized form the whole prog-ram of
the liberal journals of the time ••• ,11 16 from accounts of pop-

ular schools and charities to a discussion of the railx'oad ..

The clandestine press, mostly published abroad and
. smuggled into Italy with great difficulty and danger has not
been considered in the Greenfield thesis.· However, some

mention of it ought to be made.

Notwithstanding the fact

that papers, such as l-1azzini.'. s YounlLltall, 1832,

l~.Ayost.o..::

...

.fato

..£o~olare,

1840, and

o'~hers

were published. sporadically

and on meager budgets with the ever-prevailing uncertainty'
of circulation, the outlawed press should be given some credi t for d.issem..i.nating ideas leading to the formation of the

national spirit, however small and ephemeral that influence
1 50
. . MlUSSl,
. . .Ql2..!..£1.."_.,
.t
....
azzaffilnlp. 292-•

16Greenfield'~' ~.,

p .. 229.

11
migh~

have been.

Some indication of' its effectlveness may

be seen by the punitive measures taken by the various governmentsin Italy against those found with the dreaded publications on their person:
•••. i t becam.e an offense to have a copy of Yo'~
Jtaly in one's possession, and this prohibition
was of the greatest advertising value. The Piedmont government condemned to a fine and. two years
imp~isonment anyone guilty of not denouncing a
member of Y01mg Italy.e.the small1,hipments of
Marseilles ran short of demand .••

However 1

II • • •

Mazzini as late as 1839 was wr:L ting only

to a few,c·of his <lisciples ~'lho had remained fai thful. ,,18

17Strin~fellOw Barr, Mazzini (New York:

. and Co., 1935), p.

18

Spe11anzon,

47..

,"

~cit.,

. ...

p. 814.

Henry Holt

CBAPTEll
THE PRESS PROBL.ETJI:

II
AN ANALYSIS

For purposes of thi:,f3 paper, the press problem, 1830-

2848, is vie"led as multiple, involving finding out, among
other things, ':Tho was, 'and to what extent there "las a read-

ing public, whether or not a message of nationalistic

impor~

tance was being-communicated "which materially oontributed to
the formation of the Italj.an national spiri t--t9 the

, of__E?..ffectiveness

po~~J.ated

I.

bLthe Greenfield

d<UG:'~

t~es.~;.§..

CEnSORSHIP

Of-course, "the greatest deterrent to any political
journalism at this time was the most effective censorship
and the punishment \"hich awaited the violator. n 1 9 Both varied according to the laws of each indivi.dual state.

Generally speaking, securing a license to publj.sh a.
journa]~

of any kind was very difficult; among other require-

ments, the authorities " ••• insisted that an editor have a
politically i.mpeccable past. 1I20

Practically his whole life

was investigated, and the least suspicious happening or utterance resulted in smnmary denial of license.
19Geoffrey Trease, The )talian St~~ (NewYo~k: Vanguard Press, 1963), p. 48.
20
-,0. ~l. Crawley (ed.), The Ne1'1 C8.!flbridge__ l1ode~.E'_H±s=
jiorl (Cam.bridge: University Press, 1965), p. 431.
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In all eight states of the Peninsula, the shadow of
the censor loomed nearby, ever ferrettin.g out of copy all
phrases, slogans, epithets tha.t mighti even remotely smack of
"liberalism," Italian constitutionalism or nationhood; and
n ••• as

for the words, 'liberty' or 'liberal,' they were gen-

erally forbidden. ,,21
On many different levels the interference in people's
private lives was continuous.
Practically everY'irhere letters '\-Tere opened by the
police, and the only other means of outside c~2ffiun
ication-.... the nevTspaper-·-was goverrunen t ov-med.
N

In Piedmont, the Church'hierarchy, as well as the gov-

ernment, exercised censorship over all printed matter, partic1Llarly periodicals, and " ••• until the reforms of the 40 IS
eas ed. the vTay, the path of learning \fas .stre,m. with every 0b-

s'tacle that tim.i.dity and prejudice could accumulate .. ,,23
voux, who was a native of

Fi~dmont

Ca-

and spent many years of

his life there, but with years of trainin.g and study abroad,
is reported as having remarked that the Savoy Kingdom was a
" ••• kind of intellectual hell • .,24
The government of Tuscany appears to have been one of
21Pricilla Robertson, Revolutions of 1848 (New York:
Harper Torchbooks, 1952), p. 325.
.
22Marjorie Strachey, ~az~ini, Garibaldi and Cavot~
(New York: Stackpole and Sons, 1938), p. 11.
23Bolton King, A,ji~ory of It~ian_Unii'L (London:
47.

James Nisbet & Co., Iltd., 1899), p.

24 11?i,g.., p. 163.
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the very few 1'lhj.ch was wi.l1inglyacceI)ted by its· subjects;
necessarily; there was some rapport betvreen government and
citizen~

which was partly reflected in the comparatively

"eo.

mild censorship,
Nevertheless, the

e

as long as one did not cry too loudly ~ ,,25

goverr~ent

suffered little criticism of it-

self by the press or otherYjise.

vlhat v[ould ordinarily be

considered prohibited books and journals, however, '\Jere from
time to time sold openly on the bookstalls;
erature was admitted rather

free]~y

but

non~Tuscml

~poradically

lit-

accord-

ing to the "Ilhim of the censor.
Vieusseux's library at Florence was the only place in

the :Peninsula where men so disposed could meet to discuss
political questions, or if they were literate, to read the
leading European journals v

Even though Tuscany was one of the more prosperous
states and. sometimes mild in its censorship, Gino Capponi

said of it that

fI • • •

it was a Garden of Paradise without the

truth of knowledge and vIi thout the tree of life. ,,26
In the case of the

A~strian

provinces of Lombardy-

Venetia, the chief censorial tribune was in Vienna on which
were dependent provincial inspectors with very limited powers.

There were, of course, no

politica~

newspapers as such,

wi th the exception of the ttpri-vi.leged II gazzettes of I'I1ilan and

Venice, which were composed in the government offices.
25Spellanzon, Qn&Aq;~., p. 147.
26 G
"·lno Cappanl.,
. -2,rJ.
s· . t i·
. d 1.. t"1.. (Florence:
---::;1 e d 1.. t 1.. e 1.ne
1877), p. 14, _quoted in King, .Q~il p. 69"':

..,
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, The police in 'Lombardy·-Venetia after censorship
was restored by la'\'[ in 1815 had the right to sus-pend for 3 months all periodicals against 'religion
Q:G the public good r after two 'NTi tten -warn-•
Co (

lngso

-

Longer suspensions were decided by the Council of Ministers

in Vienna, and the process of getting a response from it
literally took months.
It was in Lombardy '\'1he1"e the Liberal VIri ters appeared

in larger numbers, andw'here, under the someti.mes stringent
censorship, they were forced to report indirectly and co-

vertly in the lead.ed language of statist:i.csand in d.escriptions of English, :E'rench, etc.

'J

economic and. technological

'l\hey hoped in so doing to reveal the ::£leninsula I s backward-

ness in those areas,

'\'1i th

the long-range vie'vI of pointing up

- the advantages of free trade and free association, and the
increasing elimination of many different kinds of divisive
barriers.

Also, by revievling some of the literary output of

European countries,. the Rivista europea, particularly·, hoped
- to inspire and engender some native literatuxe; it hoped to
put

ac~oss

the idea that art was inseparable from the other

processes of civilized living, and that advancement of Italian civilization in the 19th century required the dynamic
diffusion of science and industry.
The goals of these writers were definitively summed up
by D'Azeglio to include:
=

27Fattorello, ~~~i., p. 187.
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(1) the promotion of industry and agriculture by .
free associated effort and by the application of .
technical knowledge; (2) the extension of railroads on a national plan; (3) free trade; (4) a
free press; (5) popular education directed by la~S
men; (6) lay philanthropy uniting rich and poor.
In the small duchies of Parma and Lucca, censorship
was milder and more sensible

0

These territories usually

linked up with Tuscany and pretty much reflected T'uscan
ideas and procedures.

The goverrments of the two duchies

were not intolerant and cru.el as su.ch---al tho-p.gh the Grand
,Duchess Maria Louisa of Parma: Napoleon's widow, was dissolute, and the Grand Duchess Maria Louisa of Lucca was
blown to be at times personally curel and inhumane.

Never-

theless, both governments imposed a censorship of a sor"t on
all literature, and could, by fits and starts, now be stri.ngent, now less so.

t1Non-Luccan literature disseminated. with-

in the duchy \vas under constant surveillange.1129

ritories were small in size:

Both ter-

Lucca was approximately 320

square miles, and ·Parma was just a little over twice that
size.
Modena was another one of the small duchies of the Peni~sula,'but

unlike Parma and Lucca, its censorship was in the

hands of the Sanfedist fanatics who,banned Dante's works and

=

=

allowed none but the most bland of literature to enter the
state.

Modena, in 1833, had but

n •••

three publications,

28MassimodiAzeglio, propost~d'un programma Rer l'o~tn=
ione nationale i tal.:i;aIlQ, (Florence: Le Monnier, 1847), quoted
in Greenfield ..Q.12.. ci..!., p. -147.
~ture

29Antonio Cippico, The ROillan~ic Age i~ Italian Liter(London: Black~lell.& Co., Ltd., 1918), .p. 31.
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relj.gious i.n nature and without any contemporary information. n30

Its ruler, Francis IV, was highly suspicious of all

modern inventions and technology, and almost any change was
anathema to -him. --Francis especially looked askance at all
foreign literature.

It is extremely doubtful

j.f

the Lom--

bard journals, for instance, rarely if ever penetrated the
Modenese Chinese wall of police restrictions, and if they
,
did, whether they could have ever ?urmounted the parochial-,ism of the unlettered which encompassed the overwhelming ma-

jority of

tb~

population.

In the central belt of

Italy~

streching from Rome

north and eastward to Ferrara and Ravenna,

1-~ere

that came under the aegis of the Papal States

the areas

n ••• where

a gov·__·-

ernrnent of' priests administered a system, fussy, incompetent
and venal. ,,3l

The Inquisi tion, un.Y~o,vn and terrible, kept

its eyes on censorship.

The power of the police had no

clear limits; they could order a curfew, open letters, close
shops and cafes, lay fines and prohibit publication and dis-

semination.
The historian, Macaula:)r, traveJ_ing in Italy in 1838,

=;

.-

J

thought the States of the Pope the worst governed in the civilized world. 32
30Charles Whitbley, ~~lit~cal PQri~ait~ (London:
millan & Co., 1917), p. 188.

Mac-

31~lichael st. John Packe, The BQIDbs of brs~ (London:
Seeker and 1'larburg, 1957) ,p. 14:don:·

32George !·1acaulay Trevelyan, The Life of Macaulay (LonJJongmans Q-reen Co .. ,. IJtd., 1932), I, -p. 461 •.
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Almost all modern books and newspapers were placed on
the

Ipde~,

and special opprobrium was reserved for the sci-

ence of political economy.

Ecortomics, of course, was the

language of several 'of the Lombard journals, and this fact

alone, apart from any other consideratiorl g precluded distribution of the /tp·llal1, for example, in the Papal domain.
In addition, every Papal province had its different
standard of weights and measures

(f?,S

was the case with the

other states of the l'eninsula as ''1e11), a.nd what little ecoYi.-

ornie knowledge existed was medieval in character or utterly
"Qseless.

This particularly conspicuous lack of economic

80-

phistication was another barrier against the infiltration of
outside intelligence.
Also, because

u ••• mm

t modern books of high repute

and most newspapers ~ere' placed on the forbidden list ••• n33
it was, of course, impossible 'for any native literature of
worth to

flourish~

In the south of the Peninsula, covering some three-

eighths of its furface, lay the Kingdom of Naples and Sicily.
--

The ancient but continuing feud

-

bet~leen

_.

the Neapolitans and

~

the Sicilians made it
of Italianstates. n34

It • • •

the most distinctive and isolated

The two states were joined only by

the commonality of government; their dissimilar history,
traditions and aspirations helped form their different char33packe, ,.9:2. "c1-i·, p. 15.

34King , 9p.ci~., p. 90.
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acter and social
.,rere al1ovled.

life~

No political newspapers, of course,

"An alm.ost prohibitive tax kept out foreign

books and otherO-publications.o ,,35 and surely no purely pof

1itical writings of any sort were allowed no matter what the
origine

vlhat pi.tiful vlri ting was done locally almost en-

tirely ignored the rest of the Peninsula.
In the Kingdom of Naples and Sicily after 1821 and con.tinuing lli1ti1 well beyond mid-century, repressive
o

meaSUl~es

were regularly instituted vIi th respect to the.press:

'deed, repression even went so

fa~

as to

bu~n

" ••• In.

a catechism be-

cause it numbered among the duties of man, the love of country.n36
In all the states, generally, the expense, the protracted delay, and the uncertainty of securing the censor's
permission to print--not to mention the censor constantly
o

looking over one's
kind..

sho~lder--discoU2'aged authorship

of every

Publications going from state to state did so only

with great difficulty and danger, and most of the time for
one reason or another dissemination 'was prohibited •
••• the total number of new books and editions published in Italy in 1833 was 2811'3,nd the majority
of these were probably re-prints.
Naples was the dark heartland of the Peninsula, cutting itself off, to a great extent, from the rest of the area.

35 Whi tbley, oR. ci il., p. 191.
York:

36Luigi Salvatorelli, CQncise Hists>ry of Ita1:Y, (New
Oxford University Press, 1938), p. 525.

37Ki.ng , .Q.I2

tI

°t
Cl...._

0,

p. 103 •
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II.

EDUCATION

The Italian peninsula, taken as a whole, 1830-1848,
had very little by way

·of~formal

education.

In 1802, under Napoleon, the French law on education
''las applied.

Every town "las ordered to

t1 • • •

establj.sh a

school for boys, to teach them reading and writing of Ita}...,·
ian and the elements of French and IJatin; II 38 secondary schools
were modernized a.nd higher education was completely reorgan, izecl.

The universi ties, especially Naples and TUJ:'il1, were

strengthened by revitalizing curricula with a definite emphasis on scientific studies.

itA normal school was founded

at Pisa, and generally, new standards of education set up.u39
Wi th the fall of

ly undone.

Napoleon~

his "lork was a.lmos t complete-

The laws governing education were repealed--

though,provinces such' as' Tuscany and Parma" c'ontinued_largely
in a tradition of educational enlightenment--and 'the schools
that the French had established were closed as revolutionary
and dangerous.
The Normal School atPisa ceased to exist; the Universi ty of Naples dismantled; the one at Tu:rin closed,
and the Jesui ts wer~Oal1o~Ted to regain and reorganize
their institutions.
In all the Italian states there was great suspicion on
38Bird, 0R.cit., p. 89.
39Ellwood P. Cubberley, it His-tot.:l....2.± Ed.ucati.Q.!l (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1948)., p. 607.
~
York~

40Robert B•. Holtman, -The Na~oleon~c_Revoiutip~ (New
J~ B. Lippincott Co., 1967), p. 180.
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the part of the government towards .education and reading in
general, so that it was almost impossible to make any head-·
vlay against illiteracy, and, of course, to COmm"illlicate the
message and goals of the Lombard journalists to any but a
very small coterie of the initiate.
Patriotism, like national loyalty, is largely a
matter of educational level; deeply felt among
educated people (whose nationalism often transcends other political values), it declines as
one passes to the less educated and. the i11i 1;_4
erate. On the other hand, the weaker the pat~i
otism, the stronger are the indifferences to
natio~.a~lorigins and the sense of human broth·erhoocLe>

In Piedmont, the House and Court of Savoy generally
set the tone for the state", and in matters of education they
'were retrograde.

11

Learning and culture in general "were look-

oed upon as needless waste of time, even unmanly and perhaps

disloyal. 1142.
In a momentary

bux~st

of statesmanship, Charles Felix in

1822 ordered schools to be provided for boys in every commune of Piedmont; however, the government failed'to provide
the necessary financial grrolts until 1846, and the poorer
'communes paid no heec1 to the directive.
more than half of them had schoolse,,43

"In 1845 hardly
Actually, the over-

whelming majority of artisans and peasants and even a very
...
iiiii

41lVlassimo Salvadori, Cavour and the Unification of 1D. VanNostrand Co., In~: 1961), p. 7 •

!a]~ (Princeton:

42packe, ~tt., p. 9.

43r~agli.ano Pareto, Descrizione di Genova e del Geno-

~ato

(Genoa:
.9 j..t.•. , p.. .47 •

1846), II, p. 428-430, quoted in King, ~
_.
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few of" the aristocracy were illiterate; however, some of the
nobili ty read and wrote in French as 1'Tell as j_n Italiano
The financial ref:P onsibili ty for public elementary ed-\l.cation for girls vlas not placed on the Provincial Council

In the :few secondary schools that eXisted, at-

until 1847.

tendance was not being enforced; and as was the case at -ChiC?
time in

ma~y·

European cOlmtries only Latin and Greek were

adequately taught, with courses in history or the sciences

almost wholly non-existent.
The teaching was almost entirely carried on by priests
who brought into the classroom the rigid discipline of the

seminary and monastery which sometimes tended to blunt the
developing processes of the intellect, or drove to despondency those who had a penchant for creativity.

Half-hearted

attempts were made to use lay teachers by founding normal

schools in 1817, and Cesare Balbo worked diligently towards
that end, but those institutions perished in the reaction of
1821.
In order to register at the University of Turin--Jesuit

adminis.tered after 1823--a student had to produce a certificate of confession and communion, and have not the slightest"
taint of political or moral suspicion about him.

"What literature courses there were at the University
tended to be vapid and of little use,n44 and these were some-

times taught by quasi-literate teachers whose primary vocation

44 0 •

w.

Crawley, op.cit., p •. 433.
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was ;religious and only

secondaril~y".academic II

In 1848, the Piedmontese school system came under attack by Giuseppe Sacchi:
It· seems· to us· that they.· stil·l.confie too much in
cloistral corporations for the popular education both
of boys and girls. Education is a ministry entirely
civil in character, which must not be given as a
monopoly to any privileged corporation. The torpid
disciplines of the monastery are no longer adapted
to.the free expansion of Italian thought. The future
is in our hands and all social classes have the right
them.selve~5freely to direct the instruction of their
children.
The Austrian provinces of Lombardy-Venetia were fa.r ahead of 'the rest Df the Peninsula in education.

In theory,

at least, elementary education was compulsory on both sexes

from age six to twelve.

All but the smallest communes were

obliged to provide schools a
"In Lombardy in 1834, 69% of the boys and 42% of the
girls of school age attended,u46 though there was little
teaching of girls in Venetia.

In rural districts, which

comprised mrnt of the territory, the attendance of both
sexes at best was irregular.

The

com~ulsory

±eature was not

enfo~.

The law imposed a fine of 50 centesimi a month for
non-attendance, but it was being suspended as la4'
as 1847, in the hope of winning over the people.

Cesare

Corr~nti,

in 1847, stated tlllit the Lombard edu-

cational system
45Giuseppe Sacchi, Annali, 1848, XCV, p. 233, quoted
in Greenfield, Q£~i.1e, p. 248n.
46Aristide J?anti. "Education in Italy, It .A...2yclo£e£lia
of EducatiQ!1s ed •. Paul'MoIJ.roe (1912), III, p. 501.
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.ochad'been reduced to a mockery by starvation
wages \'Thich had thro1'm the task of ins truction into the hands of retrograde priests, or ignorant, unfit or part-time teacher8, by the failure of the
government to enforce attendance, and by the fail-~
ure of the 41alians to have anything to do '\<Ti th
. the system.',
.
..
Austrian handbooks were used in the primary schools,
and very little of Italian heritage or culture was imparted •.
Austrian law and history were taught to the excJ_usion of Italian in the universities.
The educational set-up of the small duchies of Parma
and Lucca resembled more that of Lombardy than of the more
backward areas of the Penins1ua.

In Parma, most of the com-

munes had schools for boys and girls, and about one-fifth of
the population attended them or the private girls' schools.
Though IJucca was only 320 sqo mi. in size, it could

boast of several schools and.of relatively high attendance.
.

ti8

lilts one university had a faculty of 25 professors. t l r

In Modena, except for a very few towns, elemelltary education did not exist; everywhere the Jesuits had a monopoly
on the secondary schools.

Few people there could either read

or write, and those who could do either or both, were sometimes suspect.

Duke Francis literally ruined the university

when in 1821 in a reactionary frenzy he introduced his new
discipline which stifled independent thinking and reduced
much of the instructional process in Modena to a sham.

47JJ~A£~tria e la L,ombar'di§ (Capolago: 1847), pp. 3436;53, quoted in Greenfield, op.cit., p. 213.
48Fanti, 2E~it., p. 502.
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Tuscany had elementary schools for boy'S, and these were
generally gX'a tui taus in almos t every· commune; but ~
. ~ •• though in the towns the schools were fairly' good.,
the ruxal ones were veryindifferent g and the attendance reached to only one-tenth of those of school age. 49
The government patronized the Universities of Pisa and
Siena, but little was taught beyond law and medicineo
IiIgnorant people t

li

said a IJIonsignor in Rome to d'Azeglio

·in 1840, "are easier to govern. tt50

There were in most of the

Papal States edu.cational institutions f but instruction was
monopollzed by the clerics and made useless

hopGles's curriculum.

l):)T

a rigid ana~

J?rospecti ve teachers had to secUJ~e the

approbation of the local bishop before they could instruct;
of course, secondary education was in the hands of the Jesuits.
Elementary education, such as it vIas, generally failed to
reach large sections of school-age. children.

It was esti-

mated--though no formal survey was made--that

't •• eonly

2% of

the population in the Papal States attended school, and this
irregularly.

Even in Rome, itself, the proportion vIas only

one in ten." 51
~t

the secondary level the courses were mainly centered

_.

around Latin, grammar, scholastic metaphysics and related
studies.

cit

-'

At the universities modern literature and political

49 Sir John Bowring, Report, p. 11, quoted in King,
p. 70.

£E.

50 Guid.o Biagi (ed.), .!!a Vita It.aliana nel R~orgilUen.1Q,
(Firenze: R. Bemporad and Figlio, 1897), p. 177.

.1..8 1 5-18]1
p. 80.

51Bo~~ing,

..Q.1?.. ci t ..! ., p.

85, 89, quoted in King, 9~ ci t ...
11
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eCOr1;omy---among many other requisit~s--were excluded, and

unti.l 1835 Latin was the language used in teaching law,

osophy and medicine.

In order to register for the
produ~~

it was necessary to

the governor's and

tb~

I)hil~

Ulli versity,

bishop's

certificate of "what "Tas deemed acceptable religions, moral
and political conduct.·

In the Naples' half of the Kingdom of Naples and. 8ici1y, the gulf, in education betvleen theory and practice was
great. ':"By law' ·of 1810 every commune except the smallest
was b01.rrid to have its primary 8cho01 1 every provi.nce its sec-

ondar~? iichool. ,,52

However,

students to"them.

Even in Naples, itself, there were but

110

effort was made to bring the

four gdatuitous public schools, and only one in three of
school age attended.

no

provision for girls was made in

Neapolitan education, except: for some few convents ..
In the provinces ,. the.s:l tua tion was even worse" ,'The

hierarchy did it utmos t to negate the efforts of the lYlinis·-

try of Education to open and operate schools.

"There were
whole communities without a literate peasant. n53 . How general wa.s the i.gnoranceis shown " ••• by the la.w that required one-third of the members of a town council should
read and ~vri te. ,,54
The Neapolitan secondary schools, when they existed,
were pitifully poor in staff and curricula.
52Cubber1y, 9p.cit., p. 607.

53Tb'
"'
~"
· l'ng',·0 P• C l't"., p • 90 •
" 54K

..
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of education,as well as in other

~Ghings s

n

&

••

Ferdinand IV

favored the clergy ''fhich numbered one-thirteenth of the
population. t155

The University of Napless though it had once

known Thomas Aquinas as a fledgling cleri.c and Vico as a
scholar, had become overcrovlded by students, ".

e

&

many com-

ing to it more for the idle life of the capital with its

At

often demoralizing influence, than for serious study.,,56

that time ignorance and 'suspicion permeated the institution,
adding up to one vast wasteland of mediocrity.
The educated class in

Naples~~1\That

there was of

j .. t

aou _ .

consisted of. a small group of lawyers, usually unemployed
and poyerty stricken, and'some few literate members of the
aristocracy; however, they were generally devoid of that energy and sense. of nascent patriotism sometimes fOlmd in the
northern part of the

Peninsula~

Yet, paradoxically, Naples

boasted of having completed the first railroad and the first
, iron bridge in Italy.
In Sicily, the other half of the Kingd.om, there ''Ta.s
almost no education at all; even the children of the nobles
were

"'"
=
=

=

so~etimes

hardly literate.

Most Sicilian villages possessed no school ••• Maniscola admitted that his fellow Sicilians were uncivilized and without either educatton or idea of moralitY57 Hany im.portant Sicilians like things as they
were.
55pack.e,
r
c·t
.
2.£.
1 . , p • 11 •

56Fanti, .Q12:.. c1.1., p. 503.
57Dennis ~~ack Smith, A His.tor;L9f SJCit:Y:, Vol III:
r'1odern §J...91~LY.: (New Y9rk: V~kingPI'ess, 1.968 , p,•. 427 •. ,
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The backwardness and general.illiteracy of the South,
especially Sicily, was illustrated by the difficulty of applying uniform laws.

The processes of government attempt-

ing to enforce law and order were at best sporadic, at '\vorst,

chaotic.

Quite apart from the conservative-religious ide-

ology which was to be found at all levels,

•• othe social system inhibited the growth in Sicilyj
itself, of a literate middle class which might accept r §olutionary·ideas of liberty and economic progress. 5
The only literate Sicilians--some la-wyers--VTere completely subservieni.

ItThe three universities on tle island.

. were feeble insti tutio~s,,! • ,.,59 and these \'lere a detrimen.t to
the conservatives as well as to the extremely few liberal

ad~

herents because the universities promoted a kind of narrow

outlook vlhich at times made the students an unruly flock.
Political education was primitive. in Sicily, even a
generation after the period considered by this paper:
Maxime du Camp in Sicily in 1860 heard people in
the streets shout, 'long live Italy,' and then ask
their neighbor what the word 'Italy' meant. Another observer heard people join in the cry of '
'Long live the King and the Constitution,' but _
what ~hey were.sayi~g prov~5 to be 'long live
the King and hlS unlform e '
In summary, it may be said that it was not until the
Napoleonic invasion at the end of the 18th century that the
modern laic trend in "Italian" education began and the first
58Smith, o:2.ctt~, p. 427.
59Jb1cl.,
.
p. 412.
60Denis Mack Smith, Ital~: A Modern His1Q~ (Ann Arbor:
The University.. of Michigan.Press, 1959), p.- 55.
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steps taken toward an entirely lay and modern organization
of instruction.

After Napoleon' s defeat f' however f the J'es--

uit returned and generally reg.. assumed control of secondary

education in almcs t all the sta.tes, wi tb. the exception o.f
Lombardy-Venetia, Tuscany and the duchies of J?arma and Lucca.
In

manyin.stances~

too, the Jesuit? and other religious or-

ders were given-proscriptive rights in higher education, so
that tlItalian tt education--what there was of it--became again

the dominion'of the clergy 'who often were inept as teachers,
"

-and us a general class remained in that condition for many
years t.o come.
It has been estimated--though there exists no survey
to backup the figure--that

u~o.less

tha.n 2% of the total

population of some 14,000,000 people in the Peninsv~a was'
literate. tt61 In 1901, it· was ca:Lculated, based on a statistical survey, that 49.9% of the'population l5'years and, older,.
were still classed as'i1literates. 62 To take an even later
sampJ~ng

of general Italian

illi~eracy:

in the 1907-1908

school year, it was reported that there were 182,373 adults
enrolled in evening and Sunday schools,

and~of

that

numbe~,

only 77,717 passed the examination at the end of the year. 63
~~~nJ.

in.?- .19.11 survey, the percentage of illiteracy 'w~~

61
(Roma:
'.

Cubberley,

. .

QP.Cl~.,

p. 607.

62Annuario Statistico, Istituto Centrale di
~ 5 ), p w 45 i.· . .

'

63Fanti, opecit., p. 503.

Statisti~a
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still appalling:

".0040% of the Italians were illiterate,

the proportions being higher in the southern rnrt than in

,

the northern part of the Peninsulae u

64

This prevailing and persistent illiteracy and lack of
educational opportunities militated against any proposition
that holds that there was being developed in the 1830-48 era
II • • •

an ItaJ.ian public opinion ••• t~at could never again be

governed successfully by the principles and methods of the
ancien regime ••• : ,,65

or that postulates that the

u .... gr.f2...E!.1

mass of educated Italians who had too much commonsense or
too Ii tt.le courage for IJIazzi.ni· s gospel, were looking for a
milder croeed 1'Thioh vTould reconcile patriotism and prudence. 1i 66

Italics mine.
III.

LANGUAGE

Certainly language--or better called dialects in the
case of the states of the Peninslua--constituted formidable
barriers to communication in the 1830-48' period.

The Lom-

bard journalists resorted to "indirect" writing. in a kind of
tlcodeU,language that required a certain degree of intellectual sophj.stication on the part of the reader to understand.
The linguistic obstacles were therefore almost insurmountable in this land '\-There being illiterate was the condition

of so much of the populace.

64FantiJ op.cit., p. 503.

65 Gre enfield, .Q.£.:...9J.il.,. p. 287.
66--.
Kl.ng, o,.p •.cit., p. 119.
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, S.ome three htuldred years earlier, the great Erasmus had
something to say about the Italian language:
The Italian dialects are unfixed, imperfect and
unequal to 1-1e varied demands of a literature. I tal....
ian is the quintessence of barbarism--that barbarism
which overthrew civilization itself in' its own land.
How prefer a language whose roots lie6~n the invasion of the Goth, Vandal and Lombard?
Down to the 19th century and even into the 20th, the
words of }Jrasmus still had some validity'.

In the Peninsula

at this time there were literally hundreds of dialects, each
separate and disti.nct and bearlng very little relationshi.p to

that of ··the

adjoj~ning

some of the major

village.

For instance--just to name

dialects-·~there

"Jere:

The Romagnol, more

foreign";ssounding than Italian; the Piedmontese.? heavily laden

with French words; the Lombard with its various Germanic words
and inflections; the Neapoli tan ~li th its Spanish; the Tuscan..·-~

language of Dante and soon to become the basis for the national language; the Roman with its Latin admixture; and the'
Sicilian with its Saracen, Norman and Spanish li.nguistic potpourri.
Very important in dela:}Ting Italy's national movemen.t was the absence of a generally agreed national
'" ,; language. Strong regional sentiments had kept many
dialects alive which were unintelligible to strangers from other provinces, and6~hese "rere the normal
speech of nearly all Italians e
' .

Some of the great "Italian" literature

of

the l8thcen-

67W• H. Woodward, Desiderus Erasmus: Conce~ning the
Aims and Methods of Education (New York: Columbi.a Universi ty })ress -~ 1904), p. 68':==
.
68Dennis

r.~~.Ck

S.mi th (ed.), The Makin&.. of

JtaJ,x.

1796.

1870 (Ne~ York.:. _ Harper & Row, --Publishers, 1968 , p. 71.
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tury was written in dialect.

Meli, for instance, wrote his

poems in Sicilian; Goldoni chose to 'w1.'ite pla:ls in Venetian,
and Alfieri, the first playwright of the

;Risorgim,~

to stir

. nationalistic feelings, could never really divest himself of
his French

cult~~e~

even though he spent some time in Tus-

cany for the expressed purpose of learning the language of
that area, al.:r·eady recognized by some as a "1i teraryU dia....

lect.

Even the great Garibaldi spoke and wrote in a dialect--

the Nicois "Thich 'was of ]lranco-Proven9al derivatioll lJ along
wi th Genoese, the

l~.a f!:§1l9..§:.

of maritime peoples of the

Tyrrhennian Sea.,

Moreover, the mutilated :B'rencb.-·and-Pied-

. montese mixture that Cavour used even when addressing Parliament was not to·be found in any Ultalian l1 dictionary.
Even in Piedmont, difference of language is our
great difficulty~ Our three native languages are:
French, Piedmontese and Genoese. Of these, French
alone is generally intelligible ••• CavQur is natur:a~ly a g~od speaker, but i.n Italian he is embarrassed.
So, the dialects were an important obstacle that tended.

to keep the people of the 'Peninsula divided and hostile.
Since the days of Dante, poets and. statesmen had talked and
written of "Italy!! and "Italians," but the people had felt
themselves to be Roman, Sicllian or

Tusca~.

When Alessandro Manzoni, along With some other educated
"Italians," had decided that of all the dialects the Tuscan
was the richest and the most beautiful, he had only just be69Wil1iam Nassau, Sr~, !!ourE.€Sls Kept in France and
Ital:y (London: Blackwell & Co., 187l) t I, pp: 291-2, quoted
in Smith, ~ Maki~, p. 71.
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gun on the problem of vlri ting a popular novel in i.t.

There

was, for example, no authoritative dicti.onary, except for the
incomplete

y£cabu~ario 4§.~ C~usc~,

which consisted almost

entirely of words taken from the works of Tusean Tv'lri ters of
the 14th to the 16th centuries

0

No rna tter how usefu.l this

dictionary ''las for poets writing of courtly love ~ for jour-

nalists of the 19th century wri ting of economi.c and techno
logical progress, it was pitifully inadequate.

M

'

"A written

Italian did exist, but it was known only b:)T a small miJ:.1orityr:O
and s:p oken b~V eyell fewer. II {
One resuJ_t of this ].e.fLt.:i-.9!1£. was to bring into being

yet a.nother dialect:

literary talk, which was perhaps

e.,.pure, capable of subtilities, power and refinemen t; it certainly was involved, and no one, not eV'en
"Ilri ters and educated aristocrats consistently talked
it. The great mass of Italians, the peasants and
the middle class, did not talk·it at all. Writers
of all sorts, literary arid political, despaired over
this; lan~ e was a barrie~ not a bridge·to ~~~~ication.
Italics mind~
Right up to the present time, the common everyday
speech in

a~ffit

all of Italy is either a local Italian dia-

lect different from the standard .language, or the standard in.f.luenced by local usage.

The less formal the occasion and

the less educated the speaker, the greater are the deviations from standard Italian; many persons in Italy

caP~ot

70E• Pulgram, "The Tongue of Italy," ~nc;yclo~edia Bri;:
tannica ed. A. J. DeVito, III (1968), p. 711.
71George Martin, The Red Shirt and the Cross of S~j[
Dodd Mead and Co~, 1969), p. 222.
-.

(New York:
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. speak the standard Italian at all"

However, vrith the intro-

duction of television in 1954, the use of standard Italian
has been growing aJllong the nasses.
estimated that " ••• roughly

80~~ of

.But~

as of 1954, it is

the population preferred

to speak in local dialects--and their efforts at a standard
Italian phrase frequently sounded aVTkward." 72

Not to be forgotten in the discussion of dialects is
the fOlk-song which was probably one of the stronger e1ements "lorking to create a national idea, and which was universally popular at this time, £egsJ HIJa Violetta

j

n

lauding

.~ the Bersagl.ieri (A piedmontese outfit, 1836) and sung all
over northern Italy before 1848.

Another song was "Santa

"Lucia;" these songs were also sung around the fires at night
in the casci~ (houses) and they would ·usually lament the

social conditions of the

times'.~.£4'

the need to serve in

armies far from the homeland, or to travel to distant lands
agains tone's wishes, etc.

Somehovl, through the magic of

melody, these songs were taken up and understood by village
after village, notvli thstanding the dialectal barrier, and

were probably every.bit as effective as any phrase or melody
picked up from a Verdi opera and passed along by the patri-'

ots.
Too, around the night-time fires of the

.
iii

£asci~

were

read the popular almanacs written especially for the common-

p~

- 72~~Talking Like a Native, n Newsweek, March 9, 1970,

57.
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J

man in "lords of one sylla.ble with pencil sketches,
11 Nipote della

VJ~~~e .,~Verd~.

§... g,

,

The sketches were plain e-

nough for many to understand, and the allusions vlere there;

sometimes there was someone aro\md who could read the almanac to the others, but the impact of this is difficult to
measure inasmuch as the peasant was bound to the land in a
sunrise-to-s1illset regimen with little time for political
thinking or activity.
In summary, as far as the Lombard jou..: rnalists "Vlere con....

, -cerned with regard to their efforts to communicate to other
areas of the Peninsula the message of economic aXl.d technological advancement, 1830-1848, the dialectal barrier was
almcs t impenetrable, for the.re was little byway of common

linguistic denominator, ana. ·therefore little ·means by which

the written word could function as a catalyst in the effective development of i;ihe national spirit"

The folk--song and

the almanac were probable exceptions to this.
IV •

LETHARGY

Few people in the Peninsula, 1830-1848 (and beY0:t:ld that

time) believed that there might exist eventually an Italian
nation.

There were at that time eight states, each with its

distinctive laws and tra.-ditions, dialects (as we have seen)

...

and different standards of weights and measures--and even
currency.

Napoleon's partial experiment in unification was

never revived at this time because very fgw had the desire,
and the resources for such a' feat w'ere vi.rtually nil.

fI~1uch
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of the peasantry....-whichmade up the overvThelming majority
. "
d'10.~ no t care a.b ou,t
on th e"P enlnStw.a--

. f .lca
. t ,lone
.
It 73

un~

In

the Austrian provinces of' llombardy-Venetia, for i.nstance,
the peasants and perhaps to a. somewhat lesser degree, the
artisans· in the to vTns,
of Vienna. ~;74

tI • • •

were not easily moved to hatred

Comparatively speaking, their prosperity· was

good; they reaped direct benefits from the progressive Austrian irrigation schemes and from being included, with their
fertile holdings in the rich Po Va.lley, within the imperial
-economy.
Most Italians were traditionalists; a large majority
of the two priviledged classes, a smaller majority of the
middle classes, and the
santry.

over~vhelming

majority of the pea-

"Firmly attached to the past· and solidly opposed to

innovation of any kind, deeply--almost religiously--loyal to
the institution of the absolute state and to the ideas behind them, they were convinced that authoritarianism was the
best guarantee of order and happiness.
Clericalism--that all pervading intellectual. and
political influence of the clergy--was the main component, even the foundation, -df traditionalism. Tra·di tionalism meant the cOTlvi.ction that the good belongs to the past and that privilege--political, economic, ecclesiastical--belongs to the God-established order of nature and therefore must be upheld; it meant the acceptance of a rigid hierarchical structure of society with total power con73Louis r~azoyer et. aI, "Italian Uni.fica tlon," Larousse
of Modern Historz ed. Marcel frunan (1964), p&--

!~c~~opedia
3l3~

"

74Edward Crankshaw, The Fall of the HOUBe of ijabsburg
(New York: Vik:i..ng Press, 1966}, p. 138.
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centrated at the top.75
The French Revolution and t'he rational.ists of the Enlightenment produced slogans, such as "liberty," "equality,"
I1freedom of conscience and of thought," but these were diametrically opposed to what the traditionalists believed to be
the good and necessary condition of man; lastly, one could
conclude that traditionalists believed that the ignorance of
the inert and docile masses was mU9h preferable to the
. edge of liberated and prosperous c:l"l;izens.

1L":1o~vl-

"The· intellectual

life of the masses moves wi thin a very limited range ••• in..·
novators find no great sympathy among the masses.,,76

The

Peninsula had not been united as one for some 14 centuries,
and this fact, no doubt, accounted for much of the political
indifference--even

lethargy--~()f

the popl.u.ace.

"The curse of

Italy was inertia and diYiSion."??
Provincial

An~ipathies

Hostility among the provinces, communes, villages--even
fami1ies--abounded within the Peninsula to a degree rarely
noted in the history of nations.

Ancient hatreds fanned in-

to·perennial feuds based. sometimes on the accidents of geo':'"
graphy or history or the cirCUlllstances of racial admixtures-or almost any genre of reasons--permeated in v-arying degrees

...
iiiii

75Sa1vadori, Q]~ci1o, p. 28.

en

76Camillo Cav-oux, "Des chemins de fer
Italie,par
1e comte Petitti," Revue Nouvelle (Paris: May 1, 1846),reprinted in Smith, -!he .Ma~i;.,n..&~ p. 106-7
77Greenfield, ~i.~., p. 246.
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all regions and made impossible mlY real communication and
understanding ,qhich might Qltimately lead to associations
for mutual benefit.
The very blood that cO~ITsed through the ~eins
of the Sicilian was different from the Neapolitan,
for the latter had Spanish blood as well as Italian, the former had large admixture of Norman,
Saracen and Berber blood. The dj.fference i.n heritage, the quasi-tropical climate, and the sense
of distance and some independence from Naples~
produced a character that ~~d nothing in common
with that of the mainland.
Kno\'ln visitors from nearby v-illages "lere often
cired to as "strangers" or "forei.gners,

It

refer-~

and the southern part

fbf Italy, especially from Naples to and including Sicily,

was ta.lked of as "another country," by the northerners and
vice versa.

This untoward situation was recognized and un-

derstood by the liberal thinkers and writers of the North:
..... that the Kingdom of Italy is impossible with the vanity
of opinions, of intentions and of states •• ~divisions with
their fruitless and ruinous animosities. 1179 One famous journalist in 1831 saw clearly the seriousness of the Peninsular
conditions:
From what cause had spr\.mg those evils that through
the centuries had tormented the Italian people and
placed them under the heel of a foreign oppressor?
Is it not to be found in interneci.ne struggles, the
rivalry between the petty states, the fraticidal warfare that render Italian history so bloodstained and

78s~ith~ A-Eistorx of.~ p. 412
79Cesare Balbo, Delle spe~anze d'Italia" (Capolago:
1844), p. 437, quoted in William J. Stillman, ynion of Ital~
1815-l89~ (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1899)
p. 125.
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l.U1 .. 80

What headway could the liberal journals of Lombardy
make in such a dilemma,

particu~arly

when their writers were

forced to write circuitously to obviate the censor, and in
the language of statistics and in the nomenclature of tech"" nology?
The scandal of division, hO,stili ty, pettiness, disor-

ganization and confusion was best summed up by the "Prophet tf
of the R!s oJ:gimen-F 0

:

We have no flag, no political name, no rank among
We have no common center .• ewe are dismem~·
bered into eight states ••• all independent of one another, without alliance, without unity of aim. Eight
lines of custom houses.~.sever our IDaterial interests
.... enormous duties check the imports and exports of
articles ... _terri torial ~d indus.trial products" abound
in one province that are deficient in another; and
we may not freely sell the superfluities or exchange among ourselves the necessities. Eight different systems of currency, of weights and measures, of civil, commercial and penal legislation,
of administration, of organization, of police restriction, divide us and ·render us as much as possible strangers to each other. There exists not in
any of these states either liberty of the press, or
of united action, or of speech, or of collective
petition, or of introduction of foreign books, or
of educatione One of these states, comprising
nearly a fourth of the Italian population, belongs
to the foreigner--to Austria; the others, some from
family ties, some from a cO§fcious feebleness, tamely submit to her influence.
nations~

From Napoleon, himself, who held the Italian people
" ••• incapable of self-governnlent, and his many contemptuous
80Angelo Brofferio,~_~er~Tori~, "1847, quoted
in !<iaurice Paleologue Ca-'l...9u;.t: (New ~ork: Harper & Bros.,
1927), p. 59.
BIG. I'lazzini, 1lItaJ.y, Austria and the Papacy," young
1845), quoted. in E. Lipson ~}lF..ope in~ 12t~
Centu.rx--- (New York: HacNil1an Co., 1962), p_ 171.

ll~;r. (London:
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utterances on the subject are crude and blind to a point
where the bistorian feels embarrassed to quote them,,,82 to
Austria's Prince Metternich who often referred to the emnity
that pitted provinces against provinces, towns against to"ms
families against f'amilies-·-even men agains t

men-~-,

j

finally,

to the liberal writers, themselves, it was obvious then, as,
i

t is

n01'f ,

that the populace of the Peninsula--even by 1848-....

was not_I and could not, be

dj.spose~

to be moulded into an

uinformed IYllblic,ll having opinions and aspirations rE)la tive to

'the advantages of economic progress, technological advancement 5.n:'a general trend tov;ard forming the national spirit.
Greenfield~

himself s quotes a stinging accusation that

gives the lie to any appreciable, effective inter-provincial
journalistic comulunication:
Granchel We are sons of the same land, all of us
enjoy equally, the same sky ••• -we have the same religion, venerate the same glories, and' yet some are
ignorant of what the others are doing ••• It will
seem strange at :first thought to hear it, but you
know well that morally speaking we are more distant
-.f'rom Turin than from Vienna; here the literary conditions and activities of~Paris are better known
than thos'e of Rome or Tuscany, and comparatively
speaking books reach us more rapidly and tg~great,er abundance from London than from Naples. J

York:

82Marsha1l B. Davidson (edCl), .TI1~ Age of NaJ2oleon (New
American Heritage P~lblishing Co., 1963), p. '128 ~ ,

83Gottardo· Calvi, "Notizie letterarie d~lla Toscana,"
l840, III, Pt. 3, p. 311, quoted in Greenfield, 9..£.- ciJ.., p. 274" ...
Rivis~ e~~pea,

CHAPTER.

III

THE GREENFIELD THESIS
The Greenfield thesis on the efficacy- of Italian

u na-·

tional journalism," l830-1848, toward the formation of the
national spirit, may be summarized by the following statements:
~L..1848, _lar.wx.._.thrQ.11gh.~.tll.E?
__lQll:I..ll§lJ s t? t ,~~1tg.:tsp~

!!n-..J~i:;alian-E.ub1ic opini.Q:g':'2 had...'Q,§§1.1 fC2£E}.Q!1 that couJ.d
never again be governed successfully by' the p:cin..·
ciples and methods of the anci£;Q _l.....q£j!l}!i·t less l)em~
cause the material interests of' the Italian cormu"Q'(l....
i t:y: had been revolutionized than
.:tl~_~pUj)lic
hadq~en indoctr~ija.Jed with a ne~..£.Q!19u~..:t1~1}~>:~9:t:
their interests.
gtalics min€?

ceca.use

And again:

One

of the important offices that liberal jo~~
nals performed was to familiarize the whole Italian public with the names,· the' writings afi§ the0rEillions of ij;s future poli.t:i.cal leaders.
\ltalics mine ~

Finally:
Hobbled by the censorship and operating on·a pub-·
lie limited by inertia and ignorance,

Italiank~~

nalism had developed a cl~ of publi..9ists a,llLrn.ade
them kno,~p to each other and to Italy: i thad be- 86
~~~ior force in shaping the_ national program.
U'talics mine!)
..

Greenfield also points out "journalistic achievements"

..

in specific cases, e.g., the engendering of scientific con-·

84Greenfield, .2.l?.!.c.ll.. p. 287.

85Jp_!c1., p. 278.
86-

~

Jbld.

r

p. 198.
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. ·
. 187.9
.
. 1· d'·"
.
gresses ~beglnnlng:in
. ) , th e promo i:~lon
o·f .§...§.b_1--_
1n:canzl~,
in the late 30's (actually, first introduced in Oremana in

1829 before some of the Lombard jou~nals even eXisted)s lectures for the adult education program beginning in 1844, etc.,
but in each case no direct or indirect relationship is proved,

except to establish a time sequence follo1ii.ng publication
pertinent information in some Lombard journal.

HO"\'lever~

at

as

pointed out previously, sequence of events does not neces- '

sarily point to, or even imply, a cause-and-effect relation-

Other authors, too, g:Lve their support, variously, to
the concept of an Italian informed public opinion favorably
disposed to·wards the formatj_on of the national spirit at

that time.

One author referring to the period following the

abortive uprisings in

Pi~dmont

in 1832, writes of the

••• deadness of the previous decade had lifted and
mass of educated Italian.§. who had too much
commonsense or too little- courage for IvIazzinj_' s gospel ,·were looking for a milder c ed vThich WOuld... re~~
concile patriotism and prudence. S7 atalics mine J

.:~hfLE.~~..t

And the above is bolstered by yet another author:

i

=

At the end of the 18th century and into the 19th
century the time was ripe for the appearance of new
newspapers in Italy--a literate pu~~~c was waiti~g
for them; the Fr~nch Revolution and the career of
Napoleon had stimulated thought and the agaaof ,mechanical invention was making it possible.
Q:talics
mined
.
After referring to the Annali, Rivista

euroBe~

and

Polite~~,

87X lng,
·
.Q.p. C1' t
." 'p. J19
.. •

88iucy M. SalmoIf-, ~New.§.paper anq the Hi~torian
Oxfo~d University Press, 1923i, p.- 33.

(New York:
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!lico and to the editor, G. D. Romagnosl, as one of the g.ceatest Italian intellects, another author maintai.ns that these

journals " •• edrew contributors froID other states.Q.thlw get.t,ing

i:q.....201'l~act

ern I,talL"I. n 8 9

wi th the pr9£.!:,essive elements all ~ north-

Ital.ics mine.

On the other hand, another author refers to the IJombard.
periodicals as

tt$ ••

dull trade journals. u90

89Hearder, pp.ci~., p. 132-133

90Whyte, The Evolution of ••• , p. 43.
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DISCREPANCIES

In view of the obstacles 91 'Vlhich mili.tated against any
appreciable degree of journalistic effectiveness in the Iormation of the Italian national spirit, some of the propositions in the conclusions of the Greenfield thesls suggesting
that the liberal journals--with specific

re~erence

to the

. principal Lombard journals--exercised widespread influence
over the """Thole Itali.an public, It and that consequently,
-these jou..rnals became a Umajor force in shaping the national

program, It are open to question.

A closer look at the juclg-

ments whj_ch "lead II to the Greenfield conclusi.ons reveals
that some are based on improper inference and even contrary
. statements ~

In Italy, 1830-1848, except for the rush after 1847 to
found several bona fide liberal newspapers' (e.g., Cavour's
~

11 Risorgimen.!2.,' 1847, in Piedmont), most of which \'1ere

quickly suppressed in the reaction of 1848-1849, there were

no newspapers as such in Italy, except for official ("Privileged") gazzettes in each state.

In every case, the gaz-

zette was biased to reflect the respective government in a
favorable light--what might today be called "managed new8. 1192

In 1833 in Italy there was a " ••• total of ninety-two
journals ••• ,"93 including the ecclesi.astical ones, and these

91~upra? pp. 12-40.
9 2§.Epra,. p. 4.

93Gree~field, op.ci~., p. 150.
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were, aimost wholly conservative
matters"

an~

concerned with religious

Out of this number, Greenfield,

w~lile

bri.efly mel1-

tioning other organs ranging from reviews to almanacs, singles out over a span of several chapters, only t~ (plus
the short-lived but mercurial ]1 Qonciliator~), as effective
promoters of liberal nationalism at this time.
II Conciliatore (1818-1819), the Annali universali
di'" s tatlsticarI824--1848), the Poli tecnIc.Q, rr839-184~5)
andBJ vista eur0I2..ea (1838-1848), are the conspicuous
and recognized cham.pions of liberal nationalism a-

mong the journals of Lomb dy in the period between
the 'Restoration and 1848" 94
.
Three periodicals, published in IJombardy at different

times, hardly seem adequate to flLlfil1 the office of

~ec=

!ive1X helping to promote the national spirit, no matter hOvT
influential each one of them might have been.

Moreover, all

three organs had to put across their message by tlindirection,t!
-

allusion,

U

code, n and 'when writing of economic progl""ess and

technological improvements had to resort to the ponderous
language of statistics and the terminology of the machine.
In addition, they had to reach a public separated into eight
states, each vTi th relatively stringent 'controls on dissemina.tion of "foreign" journals..

how the journals, when

It is diff'icult to understand

~eferring

to economic or mechanical

subjects, could find a common ground of discussIon having
popular appeal in such diversity and under such stricture.
Also, much of the subject matter itself had little
of i.nterest to those living on the Peninsula.

The

Ann~.,
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for instance, came out in sober, oqtavo leaflets, printed in
small, close-set type, with little paragraphing and

••• touched on subjects ranging from education and
geography to §ncient astrono~, ritual archite~~,
andthe.histor~, the books, and the presentcondi~
~.s of tI!.e East, a sUb~5ct in which Romagnosi v[as
particularly interested.
I1talics mine"J
In the above listing, there was probably one l maybe two,
subjects of interest to the reading public of Lombardy or

elsewhere at that time...;-education and geography.

But ancient

astronomy, ritual architecture, and the history, the books,
and the present conditions of the East must hav'e been of

little interest or value even to the very small coterie of
liberal intellectuals.
Greenfield states that

II • • •

the A!l:g.ali ••• sought in sta-

tistics a 1veapon less worn and bll.mted than historical lamentations and poetical anathemas.,,96
work, he states contrarily that

tI • • •

Yet, earlier in the

the Italian mind not-

withstanding its brillian contribution$ to modern science was

traditionally preoccupied with the glory of literature and
art.,,97

Then how could the reading public interest itself in

statistics and see in them a nascent spirit of nationalism
when it had for centuries known some of the finest literature
of the world:

it was

8:~sthetically--not

stat.istically--

inclined.
An idea of the jouranlists' obscure language and of

95Greenfield, o~.c\1., p. 277

96 Ib :Ld., p. 278.
97 Ibici. " p. 246.
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how they intended to communicate t4eir message may be gleaned
from the follo"\'ring remarks by a famous Lombard journalist
speaking years later of the heritage bequeathed to his disciples by G. D. Romagnosi, famous editor of the

Ar~~

and

mentor of journalists:
I resigned myself, an impatient conscript, to the
discussion of averages, tables and numbers, which
gave us a chance to _t.SiJdr in icg.:go~_~ncl in ciph~.r,
and to withdraw ourselves from the mutilations of
the cel1sor~hip, accustomed as it was to sniff only
Cat phrases, epithets. The thing was done. ~=
bers sRQke t4~k~.l~?·ge._<]}11~· to "tpos_~hSLjQ}..~
how tq read theJl' hints: true lalll£i~2~g~2f m1rtH~
••• a r~e more intimate 9~CL..J.:Dt~~u.aJ.~~!h..~1~
the casual ~Q.LE..~-aYmpes.
lJtalics mine:J
Again, in view of the obstacles noted earlier, and in
consideration of the italicized segments of the above qu.ota··,
j

tion, it iS,logical to question whether·the

~,

for in-

stance, with its format and content of "jargon," Hcipher,"
"numbers, II etc., could have been in a position to appreci.ably
aid in the effort to "familiarize the whole Italian public u
with the names, the writings and the opinions of its future
political leaders.
Apart from other considerations, such a process of mass

...
-

familiarization would have required not only a large literate
reading public, possessed ,of linguistic facility with myriad
dialects,

"\'li th

currency, and have a.

dJ'~amic

interest in the

economics and technology of the day, but also a public with
a necessarily high degree of intellectual acumen and sophisti-

cation to enable i.t to "read between the lines, 11 etc

D

This

98G-. Mas.sarani, Q.QF~ent~, pp. 62-63, note 1, quoted in
Greenfield, ..op.ci!., p •. 166.
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assu,redly, the illi tel'ate masses, and no doubt some of' the
literate minority of the populace, were not in a position to
accomplish.
Again:

language ... " ,,99

IfRomagnosi \vrapped his thought in such cryptic
To this may be answ'ared that there is no

escaping the fact that " ••• intelligibility requires intelli-,o
gence,n 100 on just the ordinary, direct level of understandi~g,

to say nothing of the complicated message of statistics,

the esoteric history an.d customs of the East, the unfamiliar
Ii terattire of France and England, COIDll1v.nicated by indirection:; ,
allusion, etc.,--in an attempt to relate all of these to the
conditions on the Peninsula.

In the case of the second principal periodical--the
Rivi.sta ewoEe.a--and its roleiJJ. the formation of the nation-

al spirit, Greenfield avers that
••• the Rivista

~~ITopea, with its national batterX~2~
with a staff that embraced the best
minds of the new profession of journalism that had
been developing for 20 years--heir to theConc~li=
atore and the Antologi~ of Florence, as well as the
Annali and the Poli tecnico-~-achievGd a syn~hesis
of the whole nevT economi9, scientific and cultural
~ife of ItalY _and spoke_ criticized and exhorteQ i~
,:the. name. of the nation, with -3: }'T~¥·~.Qf authori ~
..that ·none of ·the others achieved. ~t~lics mine~
QQ£re~ondents,

But. before ,stating the above, Greenfield affirms that
The Rivista europea.displaysno such unity of con...
99Greenfield, OB.cit., p. 256.
lOOEric Newton, The Romantic Rebellion (New York:
Martin's Press f 1962), p. 65.
lOlGreenf'18 ld ,

't

~~~.,

p. 277 •

St.
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as that which Cattaneo" dominated the Politecnico. Characteristically, it started without
an Introduction or Declaration of Principles, and
i t~ages betray_ v.tplssi tudes of policy vThich a:r:,§.
reflected in cha~~ rubrics and in v~ri.ation~
in the gualit~ of the content~. These are traceable in part to the fact that ~ m~~e~enot and
staff did n~t rem~in constant.
ata1ics mine~

.£.~l?tioll

The contradictions in the above two paragraphs are obvious and need no comment.
The collaborators (or as they would be called today'-editors) of theprincipaljouxnals appeal>ed to have had. more

than their share ofdifficuJ_ties in working together-.

Jour

M
",

nals were founded and soon, for one reason or another, one
or more of the original

f~unders

break away, usually to form his

or collaborators would

O\n1

staff and

fOlmd

another

journal, making for a rather unstable working arrangement to
say the least.

The Rivista

europe~

is a case in point.

Carlo Cattaneo was part of the editorial staff of the Riyista when it was founded by Giacinto Battaglia in 1838; by

the following year Catt?-lleo was out of the
founded the Poliotecni.co.
founded the

Rivi~t~

Riv~sta

and. then

:P-10reover, no sooner had Battaglia

that he, himself, was complaining of in-

sufficient support from his collaborators and lamenting the
many troubles with which an Italian editor had to

contend~

By 1844 he was out of the management and the review came under the direction of the young Gottardo
Ca.lvi, and then in 1845, of Car183 Tenca wi th vrhos e
name it is commonly associated.
"102

Greenfield,

p~.cii.,

:"1 0 3.I b1, d. , p. lQ7
\J.

p. 186.
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Another obstacle for the journHls was the fact that
they perennially J.abored und.er a financial handicap, for

there was always the limitation of their paid.···up subscripGreenfield points out that Giacinta Battaglia of the

tions.

!fivista
••• bi tterly complained of the diffic1J~ties aris·ing out of this. t1Q~ foreign·~sh~~t he said,
whether English, French or German, §.1§J:~§d_vlith a
t pile of gold on hJ.s lap t _wJ- th 1rThich h~ .C9u1d g~!
prompt service from contributors and §ecure Ul};:1~l
of_aim in their collaboration, while in Italy, he
had to beg them; he could not pay enough s 1f1.21l
11!.e~.::.§.fore_ha4_ other _interests_ an..Ji~. Q.Q14.E@:t.to:t1Lanct

if.9 be satisfie~d ..!Lt:th "Vlhat th_ey~
at ~f!.eir cQ!!.veni.§n_cQ ang.~ :QlQ..§f::bk!~,.
ld- talics mine.d

he

~had

~m

g&}t.l.g~ve
T

The journals under these conditions, it would seem, could
hardly-speak Uwith a weight .of authoritytl if their journal",..
istic sources depended on such tenuous circumstances.

Too 1

they were far from successful business undertakings; they

had to depend on other sources of supply for their income:
10 5 a situation that
n ••• patronage from persons. of wealth,11
made at best for an insecure, dependent condition.
In the case of the third principal journal, Carlo Catta.neo's

Polit~!fic}2,

1839, Greenfield states that

••• the Politecnico published longer and·weightier
articles than the Annali. Its fire was less scattered. But, on the sU:iface at least, it is not
easy to define the difference of pU..-rpos e from that
of the olcler journa.l, except f01' the cb"V:iOU8 dominance of' a single mind---tha t of Carlo Ca ttaneo-·=

l04G·iacinto Battagli.a, "Ai lettori ed ai co.llaboratori, n
1840, III, pt. 1, vi-vii, quoted in Greenfield, ~

Rivis~a,

ill.,

p. 192.
105

. . 'iiI:"
•
0 aZZaIDlnl-J,.\lUSS1,
.9.P ~ c:i.- t ., p. 189.
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.over its pages. 106
And in a further effort to show unity of purpose of all three
journals, Greenfield states that
••• if the outlook of-the free journ.a.ls in Lombardy
was cosmopolitan, or at least European, it wa~no
less decidedlx Italian. 1hejour!L?1-s vTere p...£mbard
onl~ i¥01he sense that they were directed bJL-L~m~
pards.
l}talics mine.J
But again, according to Greenfield, not all three journals
were "co;smopoli tan" or "Italian U in scope, and the }?olit.,.ec-,'
nic_C? is ,a case in poj.nt.

The PqJiteQP.i~2. reflected the powerful glow of
,9att:aneo 'p e.:f.'fection for_his own region. While
his 'journal proceeded like the others from the
aSS-ilmption that Italy was a cultural and economic unit, its ed~orial policy was roote~ in
the interests of Lombard~. For all the ampli···
tude of its horiz,on, it was~mari1y occuRi~d
with the task 9f'. relating life in Lo~1l.-iQ.
!he, ~_conomics and science of Eur~.
atalics mine'J .
Again, it can be demonstrated from the thesis that the
journals were not always "Italian in scope, n and the Ri-=
~i!L~~'S

policy may be taken as another case in point.

The Rivista euroRea ••• manifested first of all
••• its preference of original articles by Italians to borrowings from/!IOreign journals. ..p.. t
the~_nd of 1840, Battagli.a had to admit partial
. defeat on this score and announced in 1841 that
~ould resort more often-tfo9ranslations of
article?of~fQreig~review~.
gtalics mine~
Moreover, tithe journals borrowed heavily from the French jourl06Greenfield, Q~.cit., P8 183.
l07 Ibid •

l08Ibi~., p. 273.
l09 Ibid ."

p. 187.
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nals,. ,,110
The thesis itTould further have the proposl tion believed

that there were correspondents allover Italy contributing
to the Lombard journals,· thereby making them trul.y "national" in scope by such other statements as, "The fliv].§ta eu..::
ropea

1';i th

i ts numerous regular correspondence from a11 over

Italy vlas the most successful of all. "Ill

However, later in

his work,· the author admits that the Papal domain, for instance, until 1846 Jrielded 11 ttleby way of correspondence.
Even after Ilins IX I S brief fl.irtation 'wi th "liberalj.sm," the
area vlase-gain

n ••• mostly

closed to cOJ:,respondence. ,,112

As for Naples, the journalists made a brave effort
to report its progress, of vUlich they gave glowing
account, but they complained that it 'vas almof13impossible to get the information they desired$

It can be concluded ll then, that if it was ,"lell-nigh
impossible to get information' from these two large areas-which together made up more than 60% of the geographical

area of the Peninsula--the journals could hardly be said to
function as effective instrum,ents in the formation of the
national spirit.

The constricted outlook of the Polite=c.nicq,

and the restricted correspondence which emanated from hardly

half of the Peninsula, permeated. the Lombard. j oUJ.:'nals with
regionalism to a great extent, rather than nationalism, and
110 Gr e e11f'1. e Id., .9J2...e...2.-=h.._.,
·t
P • L:.A69• •

lllIbid., p. 273.
112'
.
Tre8:s e, ..9p. CJ__1 ., p. 112.

113' .

Green~ield, 92_~~-t.,

p. 274.
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the ,"na ti.onal battery of correspondents If vras not national

at all,.
Eschewing for the moment the obstinate barriers to the
formation of the national spirit mentioDBd earlier, reference must next be made to the circulation figures of the
Lombard journals as reported by the thesis.

These figures

are far from indicating any widespread contact with the
"whole public. it
Circulation figures of the !m-1a1i. ranged between
350 and 500. The Bibloteca Italiana was sold under official l)ressur-e, issued an~edition of 800
in 1822, PY."L thi~§_Re8.k vIas not reaghed...again,. ~ •
the !:Qlitecni2-Q got out one editi_OlL.0i±~OOQ. The
Rivifl1a. ran an average of 750 copies.
(Jtalics
mine~
.
After stating the above indication of very limited
distribution and not informing whether figures are based on
,semi--weekly editions (as in the case of 1.1

Concili~t_ore)

or

weekly, Greenfield goes on to explain that because
••• records became fragmentary after 1839, when
Rivista euro:Qg~ and the Politecnico were in their
prime, any sort qf statistical comP¥iation based
~~ t~se manuscri2ts is im2ossi~!e. ' Utalics
mlne~

I~

view of the

above~-again--that part

of the thesis

holding that the journals became a "major force tt in shaping
a national program is most assuredly attenuated.

In Florence
••• the Antologia in its prime had a subscription of
750 copies ••• only with firmness and prudence was the'
114Greenfield, ~cit., p. 275.
115..T.bl·a~., p. 191n.
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able to continue for. such a long period
of time its efficacious act:Lon 9 whereas el~here
Eublications were m,is_erabl~r..t vii th ~-¥~ olllL..§.!.ce:Q.=
tiona being the Bi~1ot.?.£a Italian~.
(Italics
mineJ
' .
.
.

AntolQgia~

the number of readers
exceeded the number of subscribers: t1117 A journalist is
Moreover, it is stated that

tI • • •

cited as declaring in 1833:
In our country ••'. it is customary for a subs crib.. .
er to share a journal wi th his friends and a.cquaintances; anq. ••• in the smaller cities where therrl~re
reading rooms very few subscribe individua~lYG
:E'urthermore,

wri ter felt that it was safe to count on ten
reader~ to every ~~J2.§.!. He calculated that
the average edition of an Italian periodical numbered 300, and reached the conclusion thatli8er~
were 180,000 readers of jpurnals in Italy •. J
[rtalics mine;]
~'he

From the lack' of proof--from at best "fragmentary evi-

a

dence"--one can only logically conclude that the foregoing
figure of 180,000
bitrary.

II

readers Jl is pu.rely conjectural and ar-

Even if, for the moment, the figure of ten readers

for every subscriber and the consequent total of 180,000 are
accepted, j.t would mean in effect that an inordinate number
of the .es timated total literate papulation of the Penj.nsu.la
at that time read .periodicals.

There is no evidence to sus-··

tain this propositionv

116S~ell~zon, op.ci~o,

PII 148.

117Greenfield, op.cit., p~ 191.
lI8 .11B
.
; 'tLIIe t·lno, If Anna1°:1, 183'7.J, p. 244 ff , quo t ec1 In

Greenfield, ,9P.cii?.,-p .. 19l.
l,.1_... 9
.. Greenf·.·.l·e1d,

°t
oR·el_

lI ,

PII' 191 •
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.

To

rei terate" the overv-Thelming

in Italy was agricult-LITal .. n120

II" • •

ma.ss

of the people

III any of them 1lfere illiterate,

mostly bound to the land in a rigid dawn-to-dusk schedule six
days a "leek and sometimes· on S1mdays, too.
to the journalistic approach, and
Italy were in their infancy.tt l21

It • • •

They were unused

the periodicals in

And even if the periodicals were read to some of the

illiterate peasants and artisans in the commUnal reading
rooms (and " ••• these vrere relatively few in numbers, ,,122) ,
or around the fire in the

~9iE-~,

the act of understanding

nl)etween the lines, It required a· certain degree of intellec-

·tual sophistication.

But; of course, the peasant's dai.ly

heavy burdens left little time or energy for political dis.....

'cussions andltreadingsn..,,-even if he

1'/81'e

i:nterested.

Then, too, it vIas common knowledge that

H .....

sp5.;es

lurked about in cafes, theatres, and other public places,,,123
and surely the reading rooms were included on the list.

These spies were ever ready to report to the authorities the
least "suspicious" act.

It i.s safe to assume that not many

persons· were likely to be fOWld flirting

openl~y

or

ver~l

=

-

'"

with such a dangerous temptation.

-

i
Ci

...

-

~

=f
~j

~

.120King , op.cit., p. 60.
121Spellanzon,
Ope ci 1. , p • 146.
122
Salmon, .2.R! ci t. , p. 66.

123 George Martin, Verdi, His M.usic, IJife and Times
(Nel'r York: Dodd f.1ead & Company, 1963) , p.-23l.
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"In another proposition" of his thesis, Greenfield appears to give a large sha.re of the credit to the Lombard
journals for eventually bringing about the institution of
Scientific Congresses in various parts of the Peninsula beginning with Pisa:
Jhe Scj.entifi.c Congresses 1-Thich bee;.0.-n to mee"t,
in 183~ were the natural cr01ffi and f'rui tion of
this j~nalism and of the association and ideas
that it promoted •• eThe Annahi in April, 1831, reproduced an article by Mayer from the AntoJ2gi~
advocating" conventions of scientists and seconded the proposal. In 1833 it published a letter
from ~ co::r~spondent w~.o had a ttende12~ cRngr~ss
of sc~entls"ts at Cambrldge, England.
gtallcS
mineJ
To postulate that the Scientific Congresses--the first one
in l839...··'\v-ere a result of two articles, one in l831 and a-gain one in 1833 (meager reporting to be sure) published in,
the Annal",i, does not appear valid.

As in the case of sev-

eral other institutions coming into being in the Peninsula
in the late 1830' s and into the ·1840' s attributed bJ!- Greenfield to the influence of the periodicals, one cannot assume that

se~uence

of events means or implies a necessary

cause-and-effect relationship, certainly even less so when
the tim'e element i.nvolved spans almost a decade and the
proposition is based only on two "reportings."

Besid.es, a

reporter of that -same Ilombard journal, commenting on the
Congress after the event, represented the

n ••• first

meeting

at Pisa as a love-feast of Italian pride and fraternity •••
124Greenfield, QE~cit., p. 279.
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125Annali, 1839, LXII, p. 289, quoted in Greenfield, £E.
o i t.., p • 279 •
~_ .

CHAPTER

IV

CONCLUSION

let SUNMARY
The Lombard j01ITnals, upon which Professor Greenfield
based his thesis on the effectiveness of "national journal. ism" in the formation of the Italian national spirit, oper-"
ated under many: diverse and bllmting burdens 'Vlhich included
~

those of:

(1) Censorship, of varying degrees, both of gov-

ernment and Church; (2) An overwhelming peasant population
bound to the land in a rigid davm-to-dusk scheduJ.e--a populace almost entirely illiterate with little hope or oppor.tunity for any education to any ap·preciable degree; (3) A
population divided by innumerable highly-·different dialects with as yet no recognized national language; (4) Politn.cal inertia and a lack of interest in governmental affairs; (5) Regional antipathies that went back to centQries
.

in some cases,due to many reasons, e.g., accidents of hi8tory or geography
or racial mixtures, etc.
.
.

From Professor Greenfield's study it was found that
there were no newspapers as such on the Peninsula, only biased official gazzettes and some go periodicals.
few

Lomb~d

From the

journals, he chooses ,three as illustrative and

most effective organs of "national journalism."

These deal.

'
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mostly with foreign reviews$ or Italian reviews of foreign
literature, or used the leaded language of statistics and
technology--a "code" lLnderstood by a small group of intel....
lectuals.
Furthermore, the periodicals had eollaborators and
financial difficulties; there was a dearth of native journalists; and because the organs borrowed heavily from foreign journals, and one of'

them~-the

Polii.~.cniGQ,--vlas

almost

wholly concerned with Lombardy, the journals to a great
·tent lacked

\

I~alj~~~~.

ex~

Correspondence to and from many

areas of the Peninsula·--··over half --1vas impossible; and that
circulation figures were poor, and hardly indicative of
"national journalism,,"
Professor Greenfield attempts to credit the success of
certain specificinstitutions to the ''lark of the journals,
~.g.,

the Scientific Congresses; but no place in the thesis

was evidence found. for a cause-and-effect relationship between the printed word and the specific event.

II.

CONCLUSION

In view of the foregoing, it is reasonable to conclude
that the lombard journals--so fe't'f in number, so poor in circulation, and operating under diverse and blunting burdens,
had

.@.QlIlJ!

effect possibly on the formation of the Italian

national spirit, but not to the de1.s.ree l?.0stulated bl the
Greenfield thesis
grou~1t

ft

At best·, they influenced a small "in-

of liberal intellectuals made up of a small rrLtnority

60
of the middle class and enlightened aristocracy, many of
whom corresponded with one another, and \'lrote for each
other's periodicals--in a kind of intellectual incest.

Ro-

magnosi is described as a
~ •• kind of Socrates, who inspired with ardent devotion a group of young men that included some of
the best of the generation coming of age about
l830--most eminent among them Carlo Cattaneo, Giuseppe and Defendente Sacchi, and the fiery Cesare
Correnti. Gathering these young disciples about
him as collaborators he converted Lampato's periodical into the or~2g of a philosophy of patriotic social action •

.Not onlJ'" did the journalists w-ri te for each other's period·-

most of

th~~r

lives.

This is another factor that bolsters

this paper's contention that the Lombard journals were not
national in scope, and that they did not appreciably help
develop an "informed public opinion allover Italy," thereby becoming a formidable influence in the formation of the
national spirit •
. At best, the few journals were but a small segment of
many other influences and, changes taking place allover Europe and in a few places in Italy.

Professor Greenfield

orgimento.., nationalism, industri.alization, and later on in
the period the "conversion" of Charles Albert and the election of the "liberal rt Pope Pius IX--but he gives to the
126Greenfield, pp.cit., p. 166.
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Lombard journals and to their influence an importance which
this paper; i.n view' of the foregoing, questions.
There was one event that occurred relatively' early in
the 1830-1848 period-which had far-reaching effects not only
on Europe but also on the Peninsula, particularly in Lombardy-Venetia, and which vIas not mentioned in the Greenfield
thesis, and that was the death, in 1835, of the Austrian Emperor, Francis II.

It removed a narrow bigoted bureaucrat who, impervious to new ideas preferred obedience to ed~ucation and 'a police barracks to a universityo ••
the personali.ty of an Au.strian Emperor ,.;as of
greater importance than that of any other ruler
in Europe, and the fact that the son and heir of
Francis' II, ]lerdinand, 'was mentally deficient and
a mere figurehead, was a tragedy for the Empire.
it brave face, hO\'lever, was put upon a bad situation
an.d for 13 years the Empire was governed by a tri~unvirate:
Metternich, Count Kolowrat and the
-ArchdUke Louis .... the effect of this ne", state of
!hingsl~tQ...im12ose ·011 Metternich a .]olic:v of
,lLeace • (ftalics mine J
.
I

And not only a'policy of "peace," but of tolerance of a few
changes that Metternich knew would inevitably filter into··
the Peninsula,

~.~ ..

,the Scientific Congresses, the adult ed-

ucation series, the 'talks of Richard Cobden in Milan, etc.
_.

-

... ,

Very important to note is the fact that Greenfield
t~ces

no notice of the enzymatic influences of the Romantic

theatre--drama and opera--discussed below, nor the potentialities of the folk-song at night around the fires of the
cascina, discussed

e~rlier,

towards development of the

tional spirit.

1.27Whyte , The Evolution of~ p. 44.

na~
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, The Romilllticism of the

the~tTe

was considerably dif-

ferent in genre from that of the historical novel: orpoetrYf
for the theatre had--and has--a direct and immediate emotional appeal 'even to the unlettered; whereas, Manzoni's fiction
and Leopardi's poetry, for instance,

re~uired

not only lit-

eracy, but also a certain developed aesthetic taste on the

part of the reader.
The so-called Grand Tour was another "institution" not
mentioned by Greenfield and 'whichhad some effect on the
minori ty of liberal thinkers.

This tour of Europe (which al.. .

ways included Italy in the j.tinerars·)

\'Tas

taken at this time

'usually by'members of the'English aristocracy and ,some of
the upper middle class merchants, for recreational as w'ell as
for prestige purposes.

"The Grand Tour made for ease not

only in the transmission of taste"but also of ideas.,,128
Therefore, in;view of the foregoing, that part of the
Greenfield study that states that through the medium of the
journals (1) an Italian public opinion had been formed.;
(2) that the public had been indoctrinated with a new con-ception of their interests in 1848; (3) that Italian journalism had become a major force in shaping the national
gram must be rejected.
I

pro~'

In the case of at least one of the

'three journals--the Politecnico--, rather than contributing
to the formation of the national spirit, aided in the development of Kegionalism.
12£;t J •
~ovemberl,

H. Phimb, "The Grand TOUT, II HorizQQ, II, No. 4
1959), p. 73-104.
"

PART II

THE THEATRE

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In considering the effectiveness of the Italian theatre in the formation of the national spirit, 1830-1848, it
is necessary to go back to Vittorio Alfieri, 1749-1803, who
wrote tragedies towards the end of the 1700's; also, to such
plaY1vrigh ts as Ugo Foscolo, 1778-1827, 8i1vio Pellico, 17891854, and Alessandro Manzoni, 1785--1873, all of 'whom wrote
tragedies in the early' 1800 r S, but vlhose plays, along with
Alfieri's, 'were performed before,
1848 period.

dU1~ing

and after the 1830-

Pellico wrote a few plays after 1830 upon his

return from. Spielberg, but none of them are worth noting.
Gianbattista Niccolini, 1782-1861, was the only tragedian of importance writing in the period under consideration.
1Ilusic-·-opera--at this time is considerably restricted
in output, yet somewhat paradoxically. it may have had the
greater effect.' A consideration of "nationalistic" music at
that time almost exclusively involves Giuseppe Verdi, 18131901, and his several operas written before 1848, and the
composers Giacomo Rossini, 1792-1868, and his opera, William
Tell, 1829, performed mostly abroad but sometimes in the
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Penins"lua as well, and Vincenzo BeJlj.ni, 1801-1835, and. one
or two of his operas.
I t is demons t"rable that the drama 'vi th its immedj.ate
play on emotions, and musi·c

It • • •

wi th its direct appeal to

~:
- 0 f th
. t
t l .t 0
th e passlons
- e peop I e, .,129 were ln8
l~en a

~~

ap-

preciable degree in helping to form the Italian national
spirit.
The spectator ashe enters the theatre becomes a partner toeollvention in order that the drama can take pla.ce,
i.~.,

"lie enters· into the situat5.on imaginatively by what

SamuelCbleridge termed in his
t •••

J2iog~§!ia 1§ttur~7

willing suspension of"disbe;Liefe,u130

a

The immediacy of

flesh..· and-blood reality on stage creates an impelling "nowness," and depending upon the subject matter and. its clarity
of comnlunication, the

spec~ator

cannot but be moved to re-

flection or action or both.
Nusic can have a startling effect on an audience,

es-

pecially to an audience as accustomed to this medium as the
Italians were and as they are today.
reiterate--indirectly-~injusticesof

Vn1en music is used to
an oppressed people

longing for deliverance, -that medium so used can pose problems for the oppressors.
feeling.

"IJiusic is .essentially a play upon

It is appreciated only i.nsofar as it arouses feel-

ing and can be expressed only by active and very intense
12 QJCrawley, op.cit., p. 129.
l30Theodore \IT. Hatlin, Drama--Principles and Play~,
(New York: ApFlet~n-Century-Crofts 00., 1967), p. 7.
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feeling. ,,131

131Carl E. Seashore, Rs~~holog~ of Music ( New York:
McGraw-Hill Co~, 1938), p. 9.
- .. - --
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DEFINITION
For purposes of this paper, the term, "theatre," is
understood to include Italian operas as "\-'Tell as Italian tragedies.

'While the vogue of traged.y preva:lled in Italy, com-

edy suIfered neglect.

tlA few insipid imitators of Goldoni

producedcomedies~ but little

'W'orth of survival. ,,132

132phyllis Hartnoll (ed.), The Oxford Companion to the
Theatre {London:. Oxford University Press, 1957), p. -405-.--

CHAPTER
THE DRAHA:

II

A BRIE]' SUl1VEY

Most of the literature and especially the drama in
Italy in 'the first half of the 19th century can hr:trdly be

separated from politics and patriotisffio

It might better be

said that UItalian l1 literatu..re in that period went hand-in-hand w'lth politics:

"If the poets, dramatists, composers

of' Ital~ elid not create the Risorgiment_Q, they at least, fostered it.,,133
\'lith few ,exceptions plays of the early 19th century

in Italy belong to the history of Ii teratm"'e rather than to

the history of the theatre.

In some cases the drama repre-

sents the mediocre achievement of poets or prose-writers who
made themselves famous for excellence in other ,genres, !l.g-,
Silvio Pellico and Alessandro Manzoni.

That some rulers of

the states of Italy wanted to encourage drama and improve
the quaJ.ity of its output is indicated by the number of

prizes offered for the best plays.

From 1770 onwards, the Duke of Parma offered annually a prize for the best tragedy. In 1786 this
was won by Vincenzo Monti, 1754-1828, the mostrepresentative dramatist of Italy's Napoleonic era,
but not of the class of Risor£imental.:, au.thors, §..g.,
J-33N• J. Perella, "Italian Literature, II The New Catholic Ency£lope~~~ ed. William J. McDonald, VII~967~-~
301.
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Silvio Pel1ico. 134
Influential in helpj.ng to form an ayrareness of nationalism vlas the Piedmontese Vittorio Alfieri from whose tra.gedies emanated a hatred for tyranny and tyramlical kings;
his yearnings for freedom form the basis of much of his drarnatic work.

Alfierj. 's love f or freedom " ••• inspired him to

dedicatefuis tragedy, Bruto I, 17S7 f to the 'Liberator of
America,' George Washington.,,135
In' plot, speeches and even in

nD~ber

of characters,

.Alfieri'limited him.self to whatever "Tas strictly necessary
to the:f'undamental dramatic conflict) creating a theatre that

is

t1 • • •

1 ean and stripped to its essentials ••• and because of

. its bre'vity and compression, often severe in expression" ,,136
Alfieri preferred to ·take his plots from historical events
and classical myths.
Among Alfieri's most important works are:
1771, Vir.,ginia, 1778,
1786, and Bruto

II,

~,

Filippo,

1782, Mi.rra, 1784, Bruto I,

1789.

His characters are figures of superhuman dimensions

who struggle among themselves or against a fate stronger than
they.

They possess grandeur and classic virtu.es \vhich Al-

fieri saw as positive ideals and which he contrasted with
the servile softness of his society.
134Hartnol.l,

135 Perella,

.Q2 II

ci 1., p. 405.

. p.
.
'
303.

QP~Clt~,

136 John Gassner. and. Ed,,,.,ard Quinn (eds.), The Reader's
y-:- Crowell--eo.• ,

Encyclo'pedia~of \lbrld Drama (New York: ,.Thomas
1969), p. 13.
:~. __

But Alfieri was writing at the end of the neoclassical tradition. Although his plays served to revive the national spirit in Italy and continue to
be highly regarded by some, theYl§7ve had little
influence on subsequent writers~
.
Ugo Foscolo, born of a Venetian family living on the
Greek Island of Zante, is the next playwright of any note
following Alfieri.

In 1797, he dedicated to Alfieri the

Tieste written in Alfierian style..
poli tical purpose. ,,138

trThis play has a broad

The lead, Tieste, is the vindic84-

tor ofj·ustice and liberty"

Next came

IL1~9.!2.,

an ambi tiou's

-but dull, attempt· to portray anew the'age-old story of tyranny and oppression based on the classical myth of Ajax.
He welcomed the coming of Napoleon with ari ode
enti tIed Bonaparte Liberatore, but he was' soon
bi tterly distressed by'-the cession of Veni.ce to
Aus~ria

an.d ~Y the abject p,:,-ss~v~ness,wit£")~hich
Venlce sank J_uto a ne\i provlncJ..aJ..status ~ ..
He left Venice and made his 1'lay to Milan and event-

ually to ]'lorence where in 1813 he wrote n:is last tragedy,

the

.Ricciard~which was

eventually printed in London.

is a story of two brothers who for many years

This

st~uggled

for

the paternal inheritance, which one brother would not agree
I

to divide with the other, as their father had decreed.
In 1815, faced with the necessity of taking an oath of
allegiance to the Austrian regime if he were to remain in

1370scar G. Brockett, The Theatre-~An Introduction
Holt, Rinehart & \linston, Inc., 1969), p. 214.
138
.
.
. . .
.
Joseph Spencer Kennard., The Italian Theatre (New
York: William Edwin Rudge Co., 1932);""p. 22~
(NevT York:

139Ernest Hatch Wilkins, ! History of Italian Litera tur.e. (Cambridge.: Haryard Universi ty .Press,. 1966), p. 379.
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the province, Foscolo preferred volv.ntary exile, and fled

to S'vi tzerland, and eventu.ally to London 1'lhere he spent
the rest of his life.

plays.

He wrote no more Italian poetry or

"He seemed to be in exile not only from Italy but

also from Parnassus. t1140
Silvio Pellico' s claim to fame rests on hi.s "rork wi th
the famous II Conciliatore and for his memorable book, I
miei ~rigioni written upon his release from Spielberg.

His

plays ,some ten in number, are not vlorthwhile l' 1vi th the

pos~

-sible exception of his ;[rancesca da.....@ p1)}\t, 1815 J based on
the story of Dante's Merr.;.Q.o

a play

It • •

At the time,

F:r:§inces~

as

ehad tremendous success, yet the plot is weak,

the versification poor, and there j.,s

f30me

ranting and much

padding. n 1 41
In the secarid scene of Act I of the play, there

oc~

curs the first tirade which became a kind of war cry for
years in various parts of the Peninsula:
For whom was my sword tainted with blood? For a
stranger? Have I no country for whom her sons t
blood should be sacred? For thee, for thee, my
Italy, -will I hencefo14~ fight, if outrage is
done tQ.. thee. by envy.
Pellico '-s career in plaY1'lri.ghting was jus t getting
started when he was sent away to Spielberg Prison for .almost a decade, and upon his return in 1831, Pellico under

l~OWilkins, ~cit.,
ina:

p.

384.

141Antonio dtAncona, Origini del teatro Italian£ (Tor~
Bocca, 1891), p. 230 •.

142Silvio Pellico, Francesca da Rimint, quoted in viiI...;
kins, 9P.cit., p~ 414.
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went. great psychological and spiritual change,

·80

that Hit

is impossi.ble to evaluate his potential as a dramatist.,,143
The plays that Pe11ico did "TTi te are no", considered. by critics to be boring exercises in verbosity, structu.red with

poor technique and generally" devoid of any inherent artistry".
Alessandro Manzoni, born in Milan, was ".o.modest,

chaste and beloved. ,,144
His life was

p~agued

for both:his

wive~

He vlas also timid and hated crowds.

by the early deaths of those he loved,

and one of his sons died before him.

He

was bett.er kno·wn.8-s a novelist and poet than as a playR"
wright ;hts novel, I 'promessi.

~,

n ••• a

remains

glory as Italyf s great prose masterpiece.,,145

soli.tary

Manzoni did

not begin his first drama until 1816 and was four years in
writing it.
II conte di Carilla@lol~, 1820, was a lyrical historical tragedy, romantic in style and religious
in feeling, showing influences of Schiller's ~
1~n~tein.
~delchi, 1822, lacks unity and force,
Manzoni was probably w±~~ in not again attempting the dramatic form.
. .
Manzoni made the hero of Carmagnola a

Condotti~..r....Q

of the 15th century vlho, though innocent, was put to death
by the Republic of Venice.

Manzoni believed that by a vi-

"143Colby Kunitz, European A'lthor§. (New York:
Wilson Co., 1967), p. 711.

H. W.

144Domenico Vittorini, High ~oint8 from Ristor} o~

Italian Literatur~ (New York:

David McKay Co., 1958~,p. 181.

145Whyte, Evolution of •• ~~ p. 41.
146GeorgeFreedley and John A. Reeves, A HistorJ: of
Theatre (New York: Crown Pllblishers, 1941), p. 440.
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sion of such shocking injustice,

h~

the spectator to the thought of God.

could raise the mind of

But the tragedy lacks

dramatic force because there is no real conflict.

The judg-

ment of Carmagnola is pronolillced in his absence by ·the Venetian senate, and he even eventually accepts his condemnation
with resignation.
In his tragedy, Adelchi, 1822, the playwright repre·

u

sented a generous Lombard prince who is forced by his family
ti.es and. prejudices to l.mdertake persona.l vengeance and to

continue> the w'ar against the pope, although he

1'fOllld

prefer

to support the Church and the oppressed. Italian peop1ec
liThe tragedy has moments of great beauty 1-Thich are perhaps
more lyric than dramatic. n147
Gianbattista Niccolini, born in a tovm near Pisa,
served more than fifty years as Professor of History and Mythology in the Florentine Accademia de

Bell~ Arti~

The de-

sire to write tragedies came to him from hi.s acquaintance

wi th classic tragedy', and his own first plays written in
the years 1810-1814 are greek in subject and strictly neoclassic in form.

"In 1810, his tragedy, Polissena, vIas
-.
148
awarded a prize by the .QrusG..~. II
In his NaEll.££Q. (IiNebuchadnezzar"), wrltten in 1815 ,

Niccolini takes a new direction:

for his nominal Nebuch-

adnezzar represents Napo.leon, and the play is an attack on
147R. I\1on tano, , Hi.fanzoni, If 1-'he New· Ca tho1ic Encyclo12edia,
ed. William J. McDonald 1 VIII (1967),p.232.
.
148

Lacy

(New York.:

coliison-r.lori~Y, -}Iodern Italian Literature
Li·ttle Brown & Co., 1912),. p. 255.
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desp.ot:Lsmll
All of the eight tragedi.es that Niccolini completed
thereafter are medieval or modern in subject, and in all of
them, largely as a result of admiration for Shakespeare,
Byron, Schiller and Manzoni, he adopts in va.rying degrees
the increasingly Romantic attitudes and methods.
plays of tragiic. love; the other four are
.in purpose,

the
da

a.n~

age~long

Pr02~

Four are

primaril~y

political

d.raw their subjects from critical moments in

Italian struggle against despotism:

GiQ.Y§!m:i

deals· wi th the Sicilian Vespers of 1282; IJodo=

vico SfoJ.'l!.§: with the Nilanese

t~,rrant

whose invi tation to

Charles VIII brought the beginning of foreign domination;
!rnald~da Bre~cj_~

with the hero of a twelfth century Roman

republican revolution; and FilipP.9.

Strozz~.

'with the fina,1

establishment (after IJorenzino' s assassination of Duke Ales-·
-

sandro) of the line of ducal Medici.
The Arpaldo, printed in France in 1843, and circulated
clandestinely in Ita.ly, is perhaps the best of all· these
tragedies.
who

The protagonists are the fearless .monk Arnalda

rep~esents

the cause of Italian freedom and unity, the

English Pope Hadrian IV who represents the papal claim to
temporal power, and the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa, who
represents the j_mperial claim to absolute dominion.

Only a

consummate playwright could do justice to the clashing of
these three ·ti.tans and thei.r ti.tanic forces.

tlNiccolini ,vas

by no means a supreme dramatist, but he does his loyal best
with his great.theme, and the resulting play has much
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nObi~itYoll149
Of cOllTse, there were other
at this time,

~.g.,

Stanislao Morelli,

functio~ing play~rights

C. Tebaldi Fores, Giuseppe Rovere,
etc~,

but their works bear the unmistak-

able mark of mediocrity, and history has recorded little else
about theme
For all intents and purposes, what might be called
·-Risorgimen~l

opera, 1830-1848, was dominated by the music

of Giuseppe Verdi"

and by one or

t\'lO

operas by the compos-

ers Giacomo Rossini and Vincenzo Bellini.

"Rossini had

fin:Lshed hisoper'atic life in 1829 vJi th the compos i ti. on of

. William Tillcu150

With him closed a period of Italian music

and forth,..,i th came the dawning of a new age in Italian opera

represented by the prodigiou.s works of Verdi.

Bellini had

died in 1836, and Donizetti was at.the very end of his career--his last. important work, the brilliant comic
piece Don Pasq,uale dates from 1843.

n~ster

H<NT ever, neither Bel-

lininor Donizetti can be called ·'nationalistic" composers
-

as such (except in one or two instances), since their operas
are more in the style of the neo-classic, gracefuJ. and elegant piece ..
The plot of Rossini's William Tell, 1829, centers

a~

round the struggle of Swiss cantons for independence, and
extols the vindicator of Swiss national freedom.

i

1

The li-

l49\1ilkins, .Q]2!...2} t., :P ~ 418.
l50Gerald Abraham, A Hundred_rears of 1'1usic( Chicago:
Aldine Puplishing Co., 1964), p. 79.~.- -. - -- - .
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bretto describes,-,.-rather too elegantly--the tragedy of a man

who takes upon himself the tragedy of a people yearning for
independence.
Bellini's opera, ]; £uritani ei cavaltE.:.r1, performed
--for the first time in the Theatre Italien in Paris, 1832,
when played later in some of the state;s of the peninsula pro....
vided a dramatic situation from
~~o

the present conditions could apply
Giuseppe Verd.i. was born,

ition in Italian· operae

political allusions

~nlich

then~

0

in a period of trans-

The graceful styles of Donizetti,

. Bellini and Rossini 'Vlere cultivated by imlumerable minor
composers fu"1.d the imitations ,,,ere highly i.nferior works,
hone-of their models' true elegance.
after a few

~with

HIt is remarkable that,

fal~e

starts, Verdi was able to find his own way
regardless of the models before a.nd around him. n15l
Verdi's first real success which brought him to the

fore and spread his name through several of the states of
the Peninsula was liabucco, first performed in 1842 in Milan.
The s tory tells of the fortunes of the Jews during the Babylonian Captivity; the possibilities for political allusion
can be readily seen.

There can be little doubt, especially

in view of Verdi's later support of_Cavour, that he was
using opera at this time also as a vehicle for patriotic
sent~ment

when the occasion. suitably presented itself.

The next two operas, I Lombardi, 1843, and

~rnani,

l~lDomenico Mec~o~i. ~Bisorrimento_Ita1.i~Onel teat~Q

e ne"l clnemB;, (Roma_:_ .

Ed~ talla, _1961 ,

P .11.9.
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1844, also had revolutionary llildertones, and in these works
the powerful 'combination of great choruses and political allusion aroused intense enthusiasm and contributed to the
speed wi.th which these operas were taken up by many theatres
in the Italian states.

Then in quick succession came

I due

Foscari, 1844, 9-iovanna d.'Arcq, 1845, and A1zim, 1845, none
of these three are up to' the standard of his gr"eat masterpieces e
Att~.;l§;,

These v.Tere f ollo"Ted by tVl? more tlpoli tical tl operas,
1846, and 118. Bat,:,taglia.Q..i

~e.Kl1~fhtl.C2..Z,.

composed in 1848

.and first given performan"ce in J-anuary, 1949, in Rome.

With La Battaglia di

Le~nq"

Verdi glorified the struggle

of the Milanese against Emperor Barbarossa, and thus provided a "\v-ealth of allusive phrases for the liberal cause for
freedom.
The 'vords, .1 Viva Verdi r which appeared almost
everywhere were generally assl~ed to replace the
forbidden 'Viva L'ltalia ' and later when Victor
Emanuel, King of Sardinia, had been offered the
throne of a united Italy, people saw a symbol in
Verdits n!§l2--the acrosti.c yittorio ~mmanue1e Re
d.'ltalia.

Verdi's work can be appraised also as a stage in the
development of operatl.c realism.
be engaged in the task of

1I • • •

With him, opera began to

pu tting flesh and blood upon

typical events and personages of "history, and history itself was seen

in~terms

behalf of progress.,,153

of its lessons for the struggle in
Clearly, Verdi was eager to create

. t II' p. 293 •
l5 2..SeasJ.h ore, .2..P•• ClYork:
i

~

i

!

153 paul Hen;y Lang, Music in ~Western Civilization (New
W. __ W. Norton & Co. , .. Inc., 1941), p. 938.
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operas about political ideas--but with the reservation that
the politics 'had to be tuxned into the stuff of art; he was
keenly aware of the drama of human relationships.

CHAP.TER

III

TEE THEATRE PROBLETJI:

AN ANALYSIS

Politics in a ·work of art is like a pistol shot
in the middle ofa concert, something loud and vulgar, and yet a thingtolwhich it is not possible to
refuse one's attention. ~~
The theatre problem, 1830-1848, involves the questi.on;
. to .what extent did the traged.ies
;~

B.nd

operas of that period

assist in communicating to their respective audiences a
sense of. national consciousness, of a developing national
spiri t?
I

In this connection these factors ought to "be taken

into consideration:

(1) Censorship and related problems;

(2) Attendance and opportunities for performances.
I.

. CENSORSHIP AND RElATED PROBLEIJIS

Many instances of mutilations of manuscripts and scores
--even cancellations and general prohibitions of performances
are recorded by various authors.

~

The censorship mainly e-

manated from the government; however, at times the Church
hierarchy also placed restrictions on scripts,
jection'~

~.g.,

the ob-

the Archbishop. of Milan to a scene in Niccolini's

Arnaldo da Brescia in which a re-enactment of a baptismal
·ceremony was called for on stage.
154Irving Hovre, Politics and the Novel (Greenw"ich, Connecticut:. Favicett Pu.blications, 1957T: .. p. 17.
-I

j

!
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The Italian

the~tre

during the first half of the 19th

century was one of several forces i.n t he process 'which ultimately helped develop a nati.onal sp.irit.

It succeeded in

providi.ng a dynamicmediurn for the diffusion of patriotic
'ideals--mainly by indirection, and in creating an atmosphere
of passion which

It • • •

sharpened the moral sense of the spec-

tators, appealing to them as Italians, even though they 'were
still divided pOlitica.l1~.t1l55 .A theatrical writer, and
. especially an actor, a t a g:1.ven time and place

••• can put over an imprE:!ssion 9 cOllli'llunicate feelings, cause a. react;ion by the playi.ng of asi tuation on stage, through the allusive gesture g through
controversial tone, rather than by the word and its
literal meaning. And the audience in a receptive
frame of mind, immediately understands the code
.language and responds spontaneous3:~6 thus establishing a dialogue between theme
The story of the Italian theatre is really the s tory of
this subtle and allusive dialogue whose collaborators gradually emerged as the Risorgimento deveioped.

On one side

there was the sensitivity of the spectator becoming qui.cker
and more acute, and on the other, the writers and actors had
more frequent and easier opportunities, of commU-.1'J.icating
. their message.

A pause, a gesture, a vague reference were

enough to make the point intelligible.
Some plays became famous; they assumed a symbolic value
in the Risorgimental struggle just through ~ne scene or even

155Archibald Colquhoun, Manzoni and His Times (London:
and Co., Ltd., 19541, p. 82.

J. M. Dent

156Brockett, .9~it., p. 213.

~

!
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one line, !E..g.,' Pellico' s Francesca da Ri.miI2:i.
part of the ".

oc

They were

Romantic Movement which elsewhere on the

Continent told in favor of reaction, but in Italy became
the handmaid of revolution.,,157
The theatre has always been popular in Italy, even
though it has more often than not, been less than great,
even mediocre.

Much of the social life there centered a-

round the theatre and the opera houses, so that the daily
life 'was infected wi th much of the artificiality of the
stage.

In his Italian l2urn~y, the German poet Goethe
who was in Veni.ce in 1787, has left an eye-'tii tness description of the Italian theatre of that
period. He tells how the spectators join the
play like children shouting and clap~;§g. The
theatre presents the life they know.
The realizat,ion that composers could write music infused
wi th the very spirit of a peopJ.e and founded on the tUJ:les
known to everyone helped instil the beginnings of national
consciousness and a certain sense of destiny "Q
,of fullest effect

the~"'purposeful

fl

•

tha-~

made

current of propaganda t se't

in motion by the leaders of the thought of the times. n159
The tragedies of Vittorio Alfieri give some idea of
the phenomenon by which a play becomes the pretext to ex157Edward Dannreuther (ed.) Oxford History of Music
Vol. VI: The Romantic Period (Oxford: At the Clarendon
Press, 1905), p. 246.
8
15 John A. Crow, ~talY--A.Journ~Thr9u~Jim~ (New
York: Harper and R01i, Publishers t 19 5), p. 323.
159Howard D. McKinney and W. R. Anderson, Music
,American Book Cp s , 1940), p. 703.

!Iisy_or.:y: (New York:

h
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press a meaning that springs directly from the rapport betw"een footlights and stalls.
Alfieri's tragedies, covering much of the entire

his~

toric range of the Risorgimento, were often produced, and,
beca.use of the circumstances of the times and the desire on
the part of many of the spectators to read into his tragedies all manner of allusions bearing on

t~e

political situ-

ation of the Peninsula, gradually became enriched by a deeper moral content and more and nioresatisfied the intense
concern of the spectator and met many of his more
and harrying demands for political propaganda.

tu~gent

The basic

theme which seems to have been the inspiration of the tragedies themselves was:

the mighty struggle of the individ-

ual who years for freedom against the oppressor.

Alfieri

was the first playwright to give dramatic play to the small
but nascent feeling of Italian nationalism.
Alfieri t s natj_onalism had a completely different
orientation from that of his predecessors ••• through
his pride in the Italian language, his attempts to
create a native theatre, and his recognition of
Drolte, Alfieri amplified and strengthened sentiments
which had been slowly maturing throughout the 18th
century. With his revolt against tyranny and his
demand for a united nation which would guide all
peoples to liberty, Alfieri presaged the 19t£68entury and paved the way for the Risorgimento.
The oft-conflicting feelings of revolt, of redemption, pride

..
iii

and dignity, exasperation and intolerance,' of injustice,
which are churned together in the upheaval of-the Ri.sor«J:.::
. p1ent2"

have a common denomj.nator with Alfieri's themes.

160Emi]~iana Pasca Noether, Seeds of Italian National-

ism (New York:

Col.umbia.. University Press, .195n-;-p. 150-5i.
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The name of the author alone was enough to give a controversial tone to the production, and ". e .for the patriots
. t 0t
l'
JUs
name
D1ID rna d e th em .f ee 1 proud .t 0 b e It a l'lanSe ,,161

·Dui·ing the Cisalpine Republic the IDes t frequently
produced of Alfieri's tragedies 1'1e1'e those with a republican flavor ..
On the 22nd of September, 1796, Alfieri's Virginiawas performed at the Canobbiana Theatre in
Milan to celebrate the beginning of the fifth
year of the French Republic. Among the spectators who danced the 'Carmagnola~ in the aisles
during the.intrKzals.were Napoleon Bonaparte
and Josephlne.
As the years went by, the attacks on despotism and tyrann:ywhich had accompanied the'ascendancy of Bonaparte, in the
·name of revolutionary freedom
.chim.

gradu~lly

boomeranged against

The ideal of an integrated "Italian" liberty began to

be somewhat outlined

0

The feeling. of freedom became firmer

,in a sense; it adapted itself closely to the special circumstances of the political situation on the Peninsula, and
it may be said that the theatre contributed decisively to
this evolution.
T;he next playwright of any note was Ugo Foscolo, a

=

disciple of Alfieri.

liAs an ardent patriot, Foscolo dream-

ed of a day when Italy, then split i.nto small states under

Austrian dominance, wQuld be totally unfettered and uni161:E'rancesco de Sanctis, .§aggi cr:Ltici (8th ed..;
Napoli: Tipografia del Fibreno, 1893), p. 190, quoted
in Noether, £g.cit., p. 109.
162Meccoli, op.ci1.,p. 123.
j
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The different retaliatory feelings which can be assurned in the changed political climate, by the same plays
which first appeared in the hopeful and enthusiastic at-·
mosphere of the beginning of the Napoleonic ascent are
clearly shown in Jieste, the first of the young Ugo Fostilt was performed for the first tlrne on
January 4, 1'797, in the 'San Angelo Theatre in Venice'. u 16 4
colo's tragedies.

. '. The story' is mythological, but political sentiment is pre--

sent here and there.

Atreo, the antagonist, represents

right-~absolutism;

divine

Tieste, the protagonist, repre-

sents revolution.

The atmosphere of Venice was red-hot ... Anti.-governmenf epigrams became ever more numerous and
whispered from ear to ear, they spread like wildfire. Some of them were attributed to Foscolo,
and for that reason, in April, ·1797, he, cautio~ed £g5the Inquisition, was forced to leave
Ven1ce.
.
,
More than ten years la -tel', in
-

=.
~

A~crus

t, 1808, " ••• Ties.l§. was

.,
. ] 66 perf ormed at the Carcano Theatre of Milan ••• , II and on

that occasion this play became the subject of a long cor"respondence bet'ween the Minister of Internal Affair's' and
...

the Chief of Police.

The rJIinis ter of Interna.l Affairs in-

1630 . Cecchetti, HUgo Foscolo," The New Catholic Encycloped.i.a, ed. \~illiam McDonald, V (1967), p. 331.
164C• Albicini, Poli tica e storia (Bologna.:
1890), p. 672.
.
. .

ch~lli,

;

-:

i

~I
-=~

-=f

Zani-

165Bernard Wall, Alessandro·Manzoni (New Haven:
Universi ty :Press, 1954), p _, 26.
166 .
~eccoll, RR~ci!., p. 124.

Yale
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quired if there ,.,as any truth in the allegation that plays
had been performed at the theatre
were offensive to the government.

containi~g

allusions w'hich

The Chief of Police re-

plied that there was none of this as far 'as he knew ever
shown for public spectacles on the lVIilanese stage.
He "went on to say that there was an especial difficulty with respect to the theatre and this stemmednot so much from the plays themselves, but rather from the people "Tho attende1d these spectacles
some of which appeared to have had no other aim
than to vTrack their brains in order to find 1:'Ji th
difficulty, 'and In spl~7 of commonsense,' some
malicious appli.cation"
"
At the end of this correspondence the play,

'±i.e~.

was ban-

ned.

A play, written scarcely ten years previously to heraId Napoleon's entry into Italy was censored and banned by
the Napoleonic police.

In the years be t1,'leen , on the one

side, the real interest of French policy was revealed, but
-

on the ,other side, the audiences had reached such a re-

action pitch that in almost every play performed the elements which could refer to the new situation were underlined now and again in controversial ways •
••• in this'active rapport between the stage and
the stalls, in this 'wracking of brains' is con- '
tained the most aggressive element 016ehe theatre's
role in the deV"eloping R=isorgimelltQ.
-

. Gradually, the plays appeared in a new and different

A kind of fine and

light to their respective audiences.
167 Cecc118 tt·
" 1,

.J
012. •...21--£.,

p. 332 •

168MCK'lnney and .And erson,

.t

..2..P-!...~.,

p. 704 •
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visible net slowly

en~1ined

itself·around many parts of the

Peninsula, and the police 1"ere largely unsuccessful in loos-

ening its bondso
The performance of dramas is not, in itself, objectively censurable, nor can spectators be accused
for their displays of agreement .w±~§ "That is said
on stage, nor for their applause.

The police, withqut anything definite to go on, had to accommodate themselves aqcordingly.

It was a kind of game played between the artists and
the police, and it is di.:fficult to reconstruct in all its
facets; ,>.,and there is no real defi.Hi tive explanation t.o ac-

count for the

extraordina~y

fascinati.on wielded by some

plays and actors and the political and moral importance they
assumed.

But they did make up the basic elements in this

dangerous and delicate game.

In the case of

Jiest~,

they

revived a tragedy whose past seemed to be above reproach,
but in a changed political climate the pla.y became controversial; the actors helped because in their playing of the
drama they underlined those words, verses and gestures whioh
were fraught with criticisms--indirect, allusive though they
were--of current events.
"Foscolo t S second tragedy, Aj§.ce., performed at La
Scala, December 9, 1811, vias also put under policesurye.il1ance. tt170

In this piece, it could be implied that the ty-

rannical Agaememnon represented Napoleon himself.
169Meccoli, Q~jt., p. 124.
170.Lacy Collison-·rJIorley, QP._c_i.1., p. 170.

The
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tragedy 't'las banned soon after its opening, not only in

~1ilan

but in other parts of :Wrench-I-'calian provinces .as well.

As

far as is known, the playwright never admitted that the alBut, at any

lusionspassible in'!iace were intentional.

rate, the trage,dy was not performed again, and Fascolo left
Milan--probably at the request of the police.
In 1815 Foscolo found he would be obliged to take
an oath of loyalty to the restored government, and

he refused. By this action,Fasc£7£ gave the new
'Italy' a new institution--exile.
Fpscolo's plays were performed rarely in the 1830-1848
period; hOvleVer,"when they" were allovred they sometimes pro-

vokedaudience reaction with political overtones, as in the
case of the performance at La Fenice teatro in Venice,

1839.
In the meantime, differences of opinion flared up between the followers of Classicism and the supporters of the
new Romanticism.

"Thj.s was primarily a European contro-

versy; however ,''lhen it reached Italy, it, mirrored the Peninsula's particular political situation.,,172

After the Res-

toration, conservative Classicism became the banner for the
~

supporters of the ret1.1.rned rulers, while Romantici.sm--the
despoiler of tradition--claimed the new generation, often
rebellious 6f the ties to the

pas~.

But the distinctions were not always so sharply de171

"

172

.'

Lacy Collison-IVIorley, op"'!'ci!., p. 171.
.

E. R. Vincent, Byron, Hobhouse and Foscolo (London:
Cambridge University Press, 1949),p. 153.
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fined, and particularly, not in the world of the theatre.
The most important symbol of the spirit of Classicism in
dramatic Ii terature was Vittorio Alfieri who was both a flag-,
waver for liberty and a precursor of Romantic pathos.
Classicism and

Rom~~ticismcame

together not infre-

quently on the stage, and fo1.L.."Y1d a point in common in the
more or'less open glorification of patriotic ideals which
for quite some time up to 1848 constituted one of the dominating :features of the better and more dynamic Italian d.ra.....

matic literature.
Sl01'lly there developed a type of tragedy which
could best be described as ~isorgime~tale Stamped
ever more cJ.early by the influence of the Romantic
dispute---the destroyer of the classical myth of the
dramatic Lillities--it revived interest in national-~
istic subjects. This tragedy was inspired by Medieval historic events~ And naturally it first selected those which could be adapted to a contempo-,
rary reconstruction 1 accentuating the remote asp~ration~ of.thel~3ople to independence from forelgn domlnatlon.
The first truly

Riso~mental

play was

~rances~ d~

Rj.mini by the 26 -year old Silvio Pellico.
M

Performed first at the King's Theatre, Milan,
on the 18th of August, 1815, da Rimini, with the
famous Carlotta Harchionni in the title role,.
was warmly received and presented in several
other major theatres of the. PeninsuJ.aj it
] 74
brought fame and success to its young author ...
The emotionally romantic interpretati.on of Dante t s story,

which, because of the spirit of the times, was endowed with
controversial meaning, was not the only reason for its
l73Meccoli, .Q12.cj..t., p. 125.
l74Wilkins, .9J2.cit., p. 366.
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ZlThere were also allusions to conditions in Italy at
-. 175
that time (, II . Francesc~ sla Rt,mini vIas not censored until

cess.

Pellico had been condemned to Spielberg Prison.
Pellico's second tragedy written before his sentence,

Eufemio da Messina, 1816, was never
banned it, defining it as

performed~

".~.offensive

and overwhelmingly atrocio~s. ,,]-76.

The censor

towards religion

~femio da Messina tells

a gloomy story of warfare and love whi.ch took place during
the Saracen invasion of Sicily in about the year '830, and
its chief character clearly' referring to the Austrian oc.. .

cupati.on in the 5th Act, makes a speech in "Thich he expresses sentiments of patriotj.sm and 1m thing for foreign
domination.

In jail, Pellico wrote three tra.gedies;

~ster

di En-

gadd:!., Iginia d 1 Asti, and Leoniera da Dertona.
The first performance of Ester 'was an unforgettable evening, and Silvio's ret'llTn was truly celebrated. And the tragedy itself did much to make
the occasion even more memorable, for it seemed
to the public that the character of sad Pope lefte
was a gauntlet thro~rn down in challenge to Rome
and the Papacy. Not only was the applause long
and loud, but Pellico's name was called out repeatedly, and women. in their boxes waved tp,eir
177
white hankerchiefs to welcome the freed prisoner.
It seemed that once more the theatre and real life had come

face to face.

The sho\'1 gave the crowd a chance 'to express

175 G• Volpe, Itali.a modern.?-, 1815-19:1.:.2. (Firenza:
Sansoni, 1943), p. 112.
176Cecchetti,

.Q.I?... ci t.,

p. 334.

177 GiovarUli Costetti, II te~tro Italiano nel 1800
Capelli, _1881), p. ~338 •.-

(lJIilano:
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its real sentime:p.ts"
In a performance of Gismonda da :f\~enrisio which
appealed even more to public feel~ing because of
the hatred it expressed of Barbarossa and the imperialists, the whole audience rose to its feet,
including the ladies in the boxes. There were
yells and shouts of approval. Hankerchiefs were
waved like flags; flowers thro'till on 1~8 stage to
lv1me. IVlarchionni. as well as the cast.
In Iginia d 'Asti, as w'ell as 'tiith Ester diJilgaddi,

1831, the background is the struggle between· the Guelphs.
and Ghi"b,;ellines; in
~iscor~

~se.Qniero

da. Dertol1.§:"

1832, the civil

of the Middle Ages was presented •

••'.to give the message of society's need for
mutual indulgence and sincere harmony betvTeen

men of goodwill.

The play was censor~d and
it played at the King's

eve~tually bannedl~§en

Theatre in lJIilan.

In Felli-co' S sll.ccessive theatrical

works-~.. he

under-

went a deep spiritual transformation during his imprisonment--another theme' was to become dominant:

that of Chris-

tian resignation which the Italians, intent as they were on
.the struggle for independence, could not at that moment
appreciate with equal intensity.

And, in fact, the

iasm of tho·se evenings in 1832 was noi repeated;

enthus~

It • • •

from

then on Silv-io Fellicewas excluded from the conversat.ion,
and another of his tragedies, C'orradino performed by the

Royal Sardini.an Company in 1835, '1iTaS hOvTled down. ,,180
178Costetti, g£.cit., p. 339.
179LiClll"go Cappelletti, Storia de Carlo Alberto e de,l
Suo R~€~o (Milano~ Voghera, 1891), .p. 70.
18°F ~ Baldensp·erger

an<l vi.

P. ~ Friederich,

"Niccolini,"
FL119ic1opeqia delle s~tta_colo,..ed.•. G.e C. Sans ani , XI (1956)p. 404.
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Another Risorgj.mental tragedian :L8 Gia:hbattista Niccolini, a champion behind the footlights of lay and republican li"beralism.

He 1'TaS as fiery and violent as Pellico 1'l8,S

emotional and subdued.
Niccolini's first theatrical experiences were with Classicism, which was more in keeping with his temperment.

But

after Nabucco, which was·published anonymously in London, he
became more susceptible to Romantic influences, looking back
into the past with a spirit of comprehending both the past
-arid the contemporary political struggle.
In fact, in his Eabuc.£Q, for vlhic11 the author left a key
so that its exact meaning could be understood, the characters represent figures of the late Napoleonic times.
Nabucco leads his people into a 1'lhirlwind of victorious battles. But he starts on the road. to ruin
when he decides to conquer Scizia; here the desolate
sno\Yy :plains pre~entl§±s army with an insuperable
and rUlnous barrler.
Nabucco, of course, represents Napoleon.
The tragedy, Giovanni da Frocid q , first performed
in Florence in January, 1830, aroused the anxiety
of the government, caused a diplomati.c flurry--all 0i8~hich result~d in its being banned ~mtil

1847.

.

--.

In this play, Niccolini was able to take a plot involving
the passions OI a brother and his sister who are una"rare of
the true implications of their relationship, and use it
as a patriotic theme.

181Cecc h e tt·1,

The action of giovanni. takes place

°t
Op.Cl_.,
pe ~34.
/

182J • Martinengo-Cesaresco, Itali~~ Characters (London: . Seeley.& Co·., Ltd. 1 1902), p~ 98.
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in Sicily at

th~

time of Vespers; but its style is very

modern, not only in its contents!j but also in its form
that it is understandable

h01-l

the audience vlas quickly able

to pick up the clear and nmnerous political allusions.
vllien Giovanni da Procida, based on the Sicilian
Vespers, was performed in-Florence, the French
Minister, who was present, was. most indignant at
the cheers which greeted the lines directed against his countrymen; but the Austrian Minister
nearby remarked, 'Don't take it b~dly--the envelope 153addressed to you, but the contents are
:for me.
The playreceived

tI • • •

raptnous applause \'lhenever it ,,,as pla y....

ed, especi.ally those parts haVing definite apJJlica tion for
. the then political circlunstances. ,,184
In 1843 Niccolini's Arna140 da
in r.larseilles and Capolago.

Sh01"lYl

was published

In the play, the agitator after

the revolt, determines to set up a
is

Bresc~~

people~s

republic, and

as a mar:.tyr for freedom, fighting against imperi.al

tyranny personified by Frederick Barbarossa and Papal tyraI"l..1ly personlfied by Hadrian IV.
Niccolini was one of the first to advocate Italian
unity and the abolition of the temporal power of the pope.

He wa.s not anti-relfgious but anti-clerical, and Arnalda da
Bre~

the best of his tragedies may be said to contain his

political creed.
It was eagerly devoured in its day, and it stir.red patriotic feelings to the depths. It was smuggled from one end of the Peninsula to another in
183Hearder, 0E.ci!., p. 129.
184- .
Whyte, Evolution of ..-:.' p. 42.
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false covers ••• Arnaldo undoul)tedly' contributed to
the success of the cause vlhich its author and the
men of his day had. at heart. The appeals for Italian "Lilli ty, §l-E.., Act I, Scene III, 'were vigorous
and i~spil~g.g and w"ere on many- people's lips at
the tlffie.
Arnaldq, because of its theme, is considered as the antidote
for Gioberti's

~el

primato morale e civile de£li Italiani,

which was.published also in 1843.

Niccolini's tragedies

drew from medieval history memories that rous·ed the people
to recolJ.ection of their old democracy, and
da

Bre~

tI • • •

his

A~ldQ.

was a hymn to liberty, fiercelJ' satirizj.ng German

and. Papist, and teaching
-.

-to oppress the land. 11

hOi";

emperor and pope were l.eagued

186

Though "Niccolini displayed in his

~rritings

the trans-

ition of style in Tuscany from the Classical to the

Ron~n-

tic, he wrote plays of no great distinction, including
nalciQ which at the time was much admired.

!r~

(fIn 1860 the

Cocomero theatre at Florence was renamed, 'Teatro Nicco" .
1 lnl.

t 11 18

7

It may be stated that the highest tone of lyrical ex-

pression was given to Risorgimental

trage~y

by Alessandro
-

Manzoni, and Romantic and national ideals lived once again through him and

in~the

light of the Catholic faith.

vlliile Pellico and Nicco1ini, in their work, plunged them185Collison-Morley, ~cit., p. 257.
186K lng,
·
op. C1" t ~., p.- 1'44
. •
.

,

187Aurie Magnus (ed.), A Dictiona:rx. of European LitGeorge Routledge & Sons, IJtd., 1926),
.

eratUTe (London:
p. 366.
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selves' with no heed for the metaphysical i.nto t.he li.ving
political struggle,

H.

~

.IVIa:'1zoni leaned to\'iarcls a style vlhich,

even though inspired by reality, strove beyond it to a'higher vislonof human destiny."IB8

Because of thi.s, his tra-

gedies, II conte di Carmagno}£ and

~delchi

caused bitter

disappointment to some of the liberals who were most closely concerned

'VIi

th the struggle.

Manzoniwas in a way far

above the combat.

who has married the daughter of Filippo Maria Visconti, and
enters the service of' the Venetian Republic--Visconti's
enemy.

He wins the famous Battle of Maclodio, but he is

unjustly suspected of treachery, tri,ed, and on May 5, 1432,
is beheaded.

Only in the solitude of his cell does the

proud and gallant captain, who has ,been blinded by p01ver,
find Christian serenity and, realizing the futility of
earthly ambition, accepts his unmerited death as a liberation.
It is much the same way with Adelchi, hero of the play
of the same name, who, side by side with hID father, Desiderio, is compelled to fight a war which he does not believe
in, and re-discovers his own moral liberty when, mortally
wounded and a prisoner, he casts aside all earthly interests
...
iii

and succeeds in attaining the peace of fai.th.

In the t'W·o

(

. tragedies, the weak, humble, oppressed and defeated struggle
188Meccoll',

0 p.

"t , P
cL·
. 130 ·
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against the m1gl:ty ''lho move the '\'Theels of history by

vio·~

lence, crushing all rights and sentiments in their path;
but it is the former in their obscurity and suffering who
come nearest to the truth, according to Manzoni.
The Conte di Carmagnola and Adelchi when viewed
as the Manzon:i solution to'the patriotic problem
in the light of a kind of evangelic solution have
the same basic theme: the uselessness of civil
war, brother killing brother, and the impossibilit~T
of expe~ting salvation from a. foreign power which
drives out ,the. occupyl§§ force, only to take its
place. in the 'process • .
'.'
{ The description of -1;he Battle of Maclodio in the chorl..1.S of
gopt.§....j.lt <_Qa::c..lll..Signo1£3" is a

II.

~ ".melancholy dirge in "J'hii.ch the

sp1i t among Italians is d~.plored. ,,190

In the first chorus

of Adel..£hi Manzoni reaffirms wi th deeply felt po"\lJ"er the con-

viction that was slowly ,spreading among some liberals after
the defeat of Napoleon and the Restoration that there was
" ••• urgent need for Italia.."Yls to conquer liberty by themselves and not to wait for foreign powers to do it.,n 1 91
But these appeals however sincere they were left a feeling
of discomfort and bitterness because they exuded. little confidence in the possibility of success.

As time went on, ,
.-

-

there was more and more cause for some liberals to

=

~

loo~

to '

the theatre for hope as one of the instruments heralding of
better~-days

to come.

But Manzoni does not give these pro-

189W• P. :E'riederich, nr"lanzoni," Enciclopedia della ~et
. tacolQ, ed. G. C. Sansoni, X (1956), p. 114.

·t ., p. 131 •
. 190~ff
~!ecco 1·
1, 9~.Cl
191
.
Martinengo-Cesaresco, oP.c~t., p. 104.
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mise.s.

In fact,

.11- Conte di

Carmaerlol§; was l1erformed

••• only once in 1828 and Ade1£hi 'vIas put on in
1843 in Turin by the Royal Sardinian COmplI1Y, but
they 1-lere both received somewhat tepidly, not only'
because of their slo1fll8ss and lyric tone, but also
because their !spirit ' was so vastly different fr£@2
the spectators! anxious and elated state of mind. ~
There were many other theatre writers at this time--all
. mediocre or worse in quali ty--flouri.shing around the principal ones discussed in this paper, and all repeating more

or less in different disguise the same blueprint of tragedy, !2,.ilg., :B'rancesco dall' Ongara, a fo110\'T6r of JYlazzini; Ed·uardo Fabbri s one of Alfieri' g disciples,' etc.

Angelo Bl"of-

" feria, a left--wing member of the ·Piedmontese J?arliament, ''las
secretly entrusted with the task of writing a tragedy by
Charles Albert.

It was called Vitige re dei

~oti.

It was

known that the King and Brofferio ha ted each other, and tb.at
the latter was hounded by the Piedmontese polic.e,;and yet
. for some yet unexplained reason, the King commissioned him-sub rosa, to vIXIi. te this play.

II

The play "\'lhich was only pro-

ducedin 1848, was banned by the censors, for it was a clear
attack on Austria; it ends up with the cry, 'Long live Italy' ,,193

...

"'"

-

=;

Plots and conspiracies against the tyrant and usurper,
uprisings by the oppressed against the oppressor, people's
revolts and so on, appear again and again in all these tragedies "Thich are set mostly in medieval history because it
192Magnus"

Ope ci to, p. 370.

193~ennard, QE~cit., II, p. 198.
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was £elt the real root of the moral and civil conditions of
the Italian people was to be found there.

The tyrants us-

ually 'were French or Spanish, and these vlere seen to represent the present occupiers--the Austrians.

The conquered

and the agitators were seen as prototypical of the Risorgk

mental fighterse

It is not surprising, therefore, that in 1842,
the Duke of l\1odena announced acompetitiol1 in
which prizes would be awarded to the two dramatic companies which roes t successfully contributed to -notYcauslng in the mind of the spectato~ aversio~ ?r c£§!empt in respect of the most
worthy authorltles.
_
The censors of the various states were continually
occupied j.n re-reading the scripts of plays to be performed;
they cut out a phrase here and there, and substituted this

or the. t '·lord.

But on the whole it was futile work because

gradually, beginning from

th~

scattered and chance allu...

sions, tragedy created its own coded language, its own atmosphere, its catalogue of subjects and situations whichplayed upon erootions--passions--and did not necessarily involve any literary sophistication.
VievTed objectively and from the vantage point of the
present, these works--all of them with but few exceptions--

""

were destined to be artistically transient, because they were
too obviously aimed towards propaganda.

But it would seen,

at least, that the writers worked at this end quite consciously;

tI • • •

the theatre wanted to become a patriotic in-

194R • S. Holland, Builders of Unij;ed ItalJ: (New York:
-- -

Holt and po., 1908), p. 47.
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strurnent, and i.t dj_d, in

fact~

become one of the most active

forces promoting the national spirit.!Il95
The actors, too g 'were a living part of the movement,
Some players on the stage
life as well.

too~

on vital roles in political

One example vTas Gustavo r1od.ena for whom the

theatre was more than anything an instrument of "civil action.
In 1829 Modena provoked an anti-Austrian display
at Pad va when playing in Pellico's Francesca da
Ri:gl.=i:g.i,. The audience" was in an uproar b:y~ the
play's ,snd, and spilled out into the streets
shouting anti··government slogans ~ •• T1odena fought
at Rimini, Ancona and Cesena; finally, in exile
in Marseilles, £§6met Mazzini and joined the YOilllg
Italy JYlovement •
A strong political current runs through the bulk of
Italian literature of the Bisorgimen12 before 1848.

"Ital-

ian Romanticism was essentially political, and the drama
was no exception.,,197

However, after 1848 the. oratory and

patriotic usefulness of tragedy slowly dwindled, and dramatic Ii ~erature gradually ·turned its attention t01i'rards
social and humanitarian problems.

Even so, the theatre was still for the minority.

J~st

before 1848 the ideal of independence 1tlhich until then was
fired by the passions of the very few, became a little more
of a people

-

function

'$

movement.

This is perhaps why tragedy and its

of rhetorical patriotism gradually changed over to

-'

19~Kennard, o~~ci1., p. 199.
196
- ecco 1"1, 9P.Cl°t ., p. 132 •
" M
197Hartnoll, 9p. ci i., p. 405.
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1~1 l~.oeJ.?~~

melodLt'ama, such as Paolo Giacoilletti 1 s
1847.

la .J2§.llerinq,

Melodrama, with its concerns "lith social problems,

when assisted by the immediate and lxniversal link of music,
could communicate vIi th larger audiences and establish a far
broader mutual understanding.

As in flisorgimental drama when the most contenti011S
witticisms in the tragedies were passed by word of mouth,
so in Risorgimental music song fragments .and lyrics spread
in the same vlay.

In the opera, they acqui.red a special

sig~'"

-nificance because they frequently cloaked. controversial allusions.

And this series of changes, too, like those "Vrhich

occurred in the field of tragedy, originated 'quite by chance
and their mutual development· was uncertain.

deeply-felt re-awakening which resu1ted in part from the
persistent uneasiness and anxi.ety of the time.

1ill extols

the vindicator of S'\'liss national freedom, and then possibility ·of political alluslons in such a libretto are myriad.
But his op·era was first performed in Paris, and it took
..

several years to reach the Peninsula, and when it did, its:
..

grace and elegance tended to soften the political overtones'
and made it appear more of a French piece than an Italian
one.

Yet the allusions were there and took on added mean-

ing as time went on.
Again, Vincenzo Bellini's opera I puritanl e i cavali~ri,
,.
performed for the first time in Paris, was enervated in its
political allusive possibili.ties by its intrinsic grace;

99
however, in time the opera gave
••• the independence fighters a verse which speedily became famous as an incitement to fight for
freedom, and at various performan?es.right Y§8to
1848 and beyond caused clamorous lnCldents.
Though poetry may be said to be generally missing from
~isorgim~tal

tragedy, except for Manzonits

JJ c2pte di Car-

mam-ol.?: and Adelchi "Vrhich tended to lose their force for the
liberals because Manzoni in them " ••• tried to rise towards
sublime abstractions of purest sp:Lri tuali t,y ••

It

,

u1 99 poetry

certainly may be said to be very much a part of Jtisorgtment-·
al opera, especially in the works of Giuseppe Verdic
rtThe ·Italians--and especj.ally Verdi---were particularly
the masters of vocal music, or song." 200 And the opera
houses at this time were one of the meeting places of life
in Italy.

No doubt, Verdi fully realized this fact.

Intermissions were long, food and drink were generally available and sometimes gambling men went to
the opera for ente2'65:inrnent and also to talk business and politics. .
Verdi had a wide and balanced experience of both music
. and the drama.

Dramatic characterizations and 'situations

developed artistically ·and politically in Verdi's work from
his Nabucp£ to La battaglia di
the culminating period of the

Legna~,

from 1842 to 1849--

Risorgiment~l

opera--into a

198Holland, op.cii., p. 51.

199iMe ceo l'1, .9l?.!..21:...:..,
't
p. 17.3
).
200Sidney Finkelstein, GJmposer and
International Publishers, 1960 , p. 9.

Natio~

201M1ar·tl·.n·· , Th e Re d Sh'lr t and •• a, p. 349
..•

(New York:
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living and consistent entity supported by sometimes a crude,
yet vigorous poetic force.
Verdi's poetic world has clear and precise fronttiers and his territory is r~stricted: it is the
world of sentiments \'1hich comprises the elements
common to all men, and which thus causes the
I cro·wd'
to be aware of itself and imbu~tj2it
with the enthusiasm of this discovery.
Verdi's melodramas were mostly characterized by
rapid, concise action.

frenzied~

\'li th him, it may be said tp.at the

Italian ]lisorgiment.2. ''las i:Q1patj_ent to get under way.

At the

same time, mention ought to be made of thO' historical 11mi'tations of Verdi t s music-dramas:
drama

~r

their reeOl..lI'se to melo·-

se, " ••• such as the coincidences, the accidental

changing of babies at birth, mysterious poisonings, the
overused motif of love across the warring camps.,, 20 3
Still, Verdi had an especial appeal to men of all ages
and stations in life.

The roots of Verdi's melody lie in

Italian popular song, the band music he heard so often in
childhood, and most of all, the melodic funcl of his predecessors, such as Rossini, Donizetti, Bellini and a host of
others.
~
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Another influ.ence on Verdi's musical career was the
,vealth of folk-songs "Vrhich surrounded him.

"Folk-song is

the original melody of man; it is the musical mirror of the
wor1d.,,204

Folk-music is the product of a race and reflects

202Abraham, ~.cit., p. 79.
· , 1 s t °eln,
203 F lUKe
.
Ope Cl. t....

t

p. 159.

204 julius' Portnoy, Muslcin the Life of Man (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963), p. 1l2.
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feelings and tastes that are comuunal rather than personal.
Verdi also incorporaterJ_ elements of folk-song he-ha-d-he-ard
in-h=J:-s-..ye-uR-g--y-ear8" into his operas.

He saw the need for an

operatic style of deeper psychological penetration than
those of Bellini or Rossini--one more varied and distinctive
in human characterization and in its reflection of emotional
conflict, than the other composers mentioned.

Born of the

peasantry, Verdi struggled all his life for the independence and the 'welfare of the peasant, in actuali ty', seeing
the two 0 as one.

All art creates pri.marily with human images.
Thus in drama, opera, a playwright or composer
sets actual h~wan beings in motion and speaking.
When the onlookers recognize some part of themselves in these images, they are caught up in the
life on the stage. And through this power that the
human.images of art have, namely, of appearing to
be not only something in the life of the artist taking objective form 1 but something in the lives of
the onlookers, the playwright or composer can play
upon their mind and emotions. When they go back to
their daily lives, they' are changed.,. because he has
m~de ~~~ own discoveri.es of life their posses6).on.

-

.

Verdi knew this very well, and made the -IDes t of it.

"Verdi

wrote tippy-toe conspirator music, alternating with loud
crashes on the brass and drums.,,206

This approach, this

technique gave to Verdi's operas and music an immediacy of
--

appeal which was quickly communicated to his audience, but
most difficult for the censor to isolate.
205Finkelstein, QQ.C~!e, p. 14.
'206Martin, Verdi, His Music.'9' p. 119.

].02
"The first display of Verdi I s

poetr~T

and musical gen-

ius came W".ith Nabuc9..Q., performed at La Scala, Milan, March 9,
1842. 11 20 7 vii th Nabucco it is fair to- say his artistic car,;..
eer began.

The opera was an enormous success, and there

were scenes of wild enthusiasm after Act I, an enthusiasm
which grew even more fevered as the performance progressed.
~lhe audienc~ at the premiere 1'7"as sent into a
state of delirium by the Third Act chorus, 'Va,
Pensiero sullrali dorate,' and insisted. on its
being repeated. A law was in force in r·filan forbidding encores; they were too frequently turned
into; demonst:'cations against Austrian ruJ.8 s And
'Va, Pensier.o' was pretty inflammatory stl,:..ff. It
was easy for ~he Milanese governed by Austrians
to nee themselves as Jews suffering under the
Babylonian yoke; they made the connection and
made it vociferously. With this one chorus in
an opera on a biblical subject, Verdi immediately and inadvertently became the composer of
the Risorgime:g.1glZ)8 the movement tow"ards a uni ted
and free Italy.

The_story of Nabucco was purely Risorgimental.
Foscolo and Niccolini had already used it.

Ugo

The story of the

captive Jews provided startlingly clear symbol of the condition of the oppressed people of the Peninsula.
the

Nilane~e

How could

fail to respond to the pathos of " ••• Act III,

Scene ii's, '0 mia patria

s~

bella_e_perduta,

0

membranza

si cara e fatal,' and to Verdi's heartfelt setting of
°t?,,
. 209

~

From the opening of Nabucco until the unification

of Italy nearly 30 years later, Verdi was to find himself
207

York:

.
Charles Osborne, Jhe COI@.le1.e Operas.. of Ver9:i (New

Alfred A. Knopf, 1970~p. 50.
208

-

Ibi.<i., p. 51.

209:B"inkelstein, OJ? ci t., p. 161.
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continually in trouble with the censorshiI}, usually Austrian
or Papal.
Nabucco was performed not only throughout Europe
••• but in North, Central and South America as
well. In Milan it continued to be revived season
after season. At its first revival in the auturan
of 1842, only a few months after the initial eight
. performances, .it 1'las given 57 2iees during the
season, creatlng a new recordo
Verdi's next great opera of note,

l-Lomb~rdi

,m:i!!LCLQ.!'.Q£.iata, first performed at La Scala, lVIilan,

alIa
Febru~..

ary II, 1843, bro"llght manycomplications-·..··even brought the

censorship of the Church hierarchy into th.e prod,u.ction.
"{i·thin a few months before the opening f the Archbishop GaN"srUck of Milan--an Austrian--heard tell that the opera ineluded what to him was a sacrilegious stage representation
of the Sacrament of Baptism, and ordered the Chief of Police to ban its performance'.

The Chief of Police attempted

to persuade Verdi to compromise, but the compos er re'fused
to discuss the matter.

Finally, the Chief agreed· to allow

the performance if the line "Ave lVIaria tl was changed to
n Salve

~

lYlaria. n

I Lombardi was played before a keyed-up audience,'
many-.of whom had queued for several hours to obtain
seats. The evening was a triumph, and the police
rule of no encores was broken again and againo The
Milanese decided from the very beginnings of the
opera that they were the Lombards, that the Holy
Land they \-lere d efending was Italy, and that Saracens had a great deal in common with Austrians.
When in the last act the Lombards were incited to

210Gerhart Von Westerman (ed.), O~a Guide (New York:

E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 1968), p.·322.
--
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battle vii th the words, 'La Santa Terra ~i nostra
sara r (Today the Holy IJand ·will be ours), many, of
the audience spontaneously shoute~liSi' and there
was an outburst of loud cheering. -. The Rtsorgimental tenor of the opera, then, is apparent
from the story itself as well as from individual phrases.
The Lombard Crusade is comparable with the Crusade of the
Italian people for their redemption.

The audience Quickly

made the connection, and to the censor's sorrow repeated its
loud enthusiasm for practically every chorus, performance
after performance. ,
"Requested to wri.te an opera for the, La Fenice theatre,
Venice, Verdi in 1844 composed the music for a libretto taken from Victor Hugo's famou.s nove:L, Hernani. II 212

When this

opera was first performed in Venice the police found the
scene of the conspirators in the Tomb of Charlemagne " ••• too
provocative and closed the theatre for fear it might lead,
.
. to a popular uprising against the Austrians. n2l3 The audience, and particularly during the later performances, joined in the fiery and stirring warrior's chorus which follows
'the opera's climax.

--

In AugUst, 1846, the opera was again

performed at the Communal theatre in Cesena.

A few weeks

preViously, on July 17, Pope Pius IX had granted an amnesty,
re-awakening liberal hopes for a new and broader line of
.211Portnoy, op.cit., p. 97.
212Meccoli, ~_qJ-~., p. 131.
213Von Westerman, ~~it., p. 344.
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policy.
Representatives of the t01'lnsfolk of Cesena requested the Commissioner for Public Performances to substitute an entire section of Act III '\vi th another
which sings the praises of the Pontiff. And on some
other occasibns·the line, 'May there be glory and
honor,to Charlemagne' was sung: 'Glory and honor
to Piu214X,' or 'Glory and honor to Charles Albert. '
.. . '.
Ernani gre1'l in. popularity after the first performances.

When

it was revived two monthd later at another Venetian theatre,
the

.La

1&§trQ-l?~!l._Ben~~d~Lt~.Q.~vith
FenicH~,

II • • •

even greater success than at

people left the theatre after the perform-

ance cheerf~lly lru.rnming its tunes." 215
Although the characters in

~rnani

may not strike us

today as rarticularly interesting or subtle in their behavior, they did provoke Verdi to paint them in strong musical
colors.

The ·opera appears to mark an advance on

~bucc2

and

I Lombardt in that Verdi's musical characterization became
/'

more assured •
.The elegant irony of Rugo's Her~an~ from which the
libretto was taken vanished-in its transition to
Verdi's Ernani, and onlY2Xge full-bodied Romanticism
remained. It is enough.
One of
.

Verdi~s
-

next operas--Giovarma d'Arcq--is thought

-

to be of reallj mediocre calibre, both in libretto as well
as in mUSical score,

desp~te

the fact that the opera is based

on ·one of Schiller's greatest plays, Jungfrau von
2Osborne,
14.
OE.Cl.1.,
p. 72.
215 Ibid., p. 83.
216Martin, The Red Shirt and.~ p. 91.

Orlean~.
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Very little of the librettist's dialogue is a direct. translation of Schiller.

Judged purely on its own terms" w'i.th-

out reference to Schiller or history, Giovanna d'Arco may
be said to be average stock.
censor's ire several times.

EVen

Sat

the opera drew the

In one instance

••• in Palermo, tYlO ye8~rs after i ts opening at La
Scala, 1845, police objections to the subject necesitated the music being fitted to a new libretto ~~ th the t~ tIe o~l.~rietta di Lesbos.. i.n place
of Glovanna d Arcoo
...
Verdi t S it ttilt~., first performed in Venice isLa Fenj.ce
theatre, 1846, elicited much audience enthusiasm and provided some catchy slogans and phrases for the liberal

cause~

Within several states of the Peninsula, almmt the entire
opera became a kind of battle cry', at least, it connoted
liberal sentiments whtch were quickly taken up by those who
were activists in the struggle for liberation.

In instance

. after instance, up to 1848 and after, uhtii Ital:y was fin-

ally unified in 1870

~

'"
=

-

.
1

!

1
~

••• when the audience saw the Huns appear on the
Adriatic shore, it 'burst into cries of 'Italia,
Italia.' Some of Solera~s cribrettist'~ lines
were passed directly into the language, such as
when the Roman says to Attila, 'Avrai tu l'universo, resti l'Italia a me'(You-take the universe, leave Italy.to me)~-Act II, Scene ii.
Verdi's music for the phrase was. particularly
happy and the duet between Attila, bass, and
the Roman, baritone, in which the words are a
.. recurring phrase is vibrantly alive and with a
'masculine vigor that was peculiarly Verdi's.
'Invariably the audience shouted back at §e
stage, '!t.noi l' It-alia' (Italy for us). .

2I

217Henry A. Slmon
.
(ed.), .'l'he Vic tor Book of the Opera
(13th ed. rev.; New York~ Simon & $chuster, 1949), p __ 189:
218

-.

~

-

-

IlJIartin, yerdi, His Music •• '"' p. 167.
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That the censors al1o\'Ted the line, or almost any part of
the libretto for that matter to pass, seems most extraordinary.

But of couxse, at that time the Peninsula's cen-

sorship varied from state to state and was, paradoxically,
least serious in those two provinces which Austria actually
occupied as its dependent Klngdom of Lombardy-Venetia.

The

presence of its army there gave its government confidence
so that it was less easily alarmed. than the smaller states,
such as IvIodena or that of the pope.

They had to rel;)T on

-calling in the Austrians which took time and left a hazarclous interim.

But perhaps more important was that the censor-

ship in IvTilan and Venice was intended to support a foreign
administr~tion;

else\'lhere, such as in Rome or Naples, it

was intended to support a native administration.

The dif-

ference had a marked effect on the loyalty and diligence of
those

11

Italians 11 who worked in the various·censor's offices.

The censors recognized that a change in government in Naples,
-

~

for example, would cost them'their position, but a change
in government in Milan would result most probably in simply

costing the Austrians their jobs.

lilt is not surprising

-

then that the greatest trouble Verdi had with censors occurred in Naples. u219
The Risorgj_mental period of Verdi's ",ork ends with ·the

first

perfor~ance

of La Battaglia di Legnano in Rome's Ar-

gentina theatre, January 27, 1849.

with a purpose.

La . battagli'2: is an opera

Parts of Verdi's earlier operas had fre-

219
.
:£IIartin, Verdi, His Nusic ... , p. 167.
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quently been taken

~p

by the fighters of the Risorgimento,

but this time " •.• the composer had given the movement its
o'rn opera.

It was his contribution to Italy's future as a

. t e d na t·lone ,,220

Ulll

There were other operas, too, between Attila and La
battagli~,

such as I due !oscari, Alzira,

Na~Beth,

I

Ma~

nadieri and II Cor§.!'..2. but the'se are definitely not among
Verdi's greatest works; hOvTever, the frequency of political
. allusions in these operas is so great that Verdi was even .
accused of exploiting the pretexts of the patriots.

In truth, Verdi succeeded in creating a splendid
popular theatre, 1'lhere audiences gradually came to
resemble a vast meeting which, in itself, could2~I
transformed into a reason for immediate action.
In spite of Austrian censorship, Verdi had managed to
include at least one chorus about ItLa Patria;'or one vThich
by allusion referred to it, in many of his. operas previous

to

~abattaglia,

and many patriotic Italians in many states

of the Peninsula had taken these up as kind of national
hymns.

"In a country ''lhere so many men vrere illiterate those·

great swinging choruses wi·th their patriotic sentiments were
an important influence. n222
In actuality, opera triumphed throughout the
iod in '-Thich patriots fought for Italian unity.

wh~le

per-

Its tunes

were heard over and over again in the streets and squares.
220 Von Westerman, op.cit., p. 294.
221 .

.

. Meccoli, op.cit.,. p. 134.

222~Iartin, The Red Shirt and e-!-.U.. p. 349 ..
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Verdi brought to Italian opera. of the 1840's a nervous energy, a kind of brooding Romanticism and a rough vigor reminescent of the peasant which succeeded one another with
astonishing rapidity.

All his operas on their different

levels are very enjoyable in performance, and the fact that
they were at the time in varying degrees associated with the
cause of a united and free Italy increased their popularity
immensely.

His music and much of the librettos stirred the

passions of the people, and this is why, perhaps, that during the performances of his works, the more violent phrases
became an agreed signal for :r;:atriotic displays.

"The music

was the biggest -worry for the cens ors and the police ,,223
41

It

~ay-be

said-without

overstatemen~

that the Italian

theatre, in spite of its narrow range, from Pellico's veiled
forebodings to Verdi's mighty choruses, symbolizes truly an
- epic song of Italy.
11._ ATTENDANCE .liND PERFORIvIANCES

In determining the extent of the theatre's effectiveness in helping to form the Italian national spirit, it is
necessary to have some idea of the attendance and freCluency
of performances.

Unfortunately, there is very little infor-

mation available in this connection; however, what there is
may be gleaned from the size of theatres and opera houses,
223 R • Vaughan Williams, National Music (London:
ford University Press, 1963), p. 183.

Ox-
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population figu.res, types of JiGople \'lho made up the audiences
and some informat:ii.on on the number of performances.
One author affirms that

H •••

theatre was very popular

everyvlhere in Italy 'a t that ti~e·. ,,224

There can be little

doubt of this because, as stated above, the theatre had (and
alway's vTill have) an imrnediate, direct appeal tao all levels,
and it did. not require for i.ts understa.nding or enjoyment
that the':audience be necessarily I i terate or possess an
.aesthetic sophisticatj.on---the drama, and particularly music,
communicate in a

liJ."V}.i

versal lango_age •

. Whe·n Nabucco re-opened in the autulUll at La Scala,
it was ••• even more successful than in the spring.
Between 13 August and 4 December it had 57 performances, which at the time was a record for a
single season, and it is said that the chorus,
'Va PensierQ, I was encored at every one ••• The
number of performances is particularly impres..,;.
sive in that lVIilan in 1842 ~was s till a city of
less than 150,000 inhabitants. La Scala had been
renovated and the seating changed several times
since then until today' it seats about 2300, not
including the standing room; in 1842 with a top
gallery since eliminated it may have held about
2600. So that it is possible that something like
20, 000 mar seats vIere sold to Nabu££Q. in its first
year than there were inhabj.tants in the to"wn.
Visitors undoubtedly came but probably not many.
There vTere still no rail connections, and travel
by coach was uncomfortable. Besides the tradition
of the time was th~~5the opera rather than the
audience traveled.
.

It was customary, then, for some opera-gael's to attend more than one performance.

iiiiii

The men of Milan, for

ample, used to meet in coffee shops or at the theatre
224Hearder, 9P • cit.• ,p. 131.
225Martin, Ve~di, His MBEic ••• , p. 107.

ex~
w~ere

III

..

the intermissions were long and the performances as much of
a social as a musical event".

Obvi.ously, 'when a man "Tent for

the third or fourth time in a month to a performance, say of
~

Fabucco, he did not feel pressed- to break off a conversation

in the foyer to be in his seat for the start of any act.
The conversations ranged from art to penal reform,
and although the grou_ps sometimes had a specific bias

to them, they just as often did not. The tradition
was that all men of culture mixed together freely
and deliberately in2~gder to exchange, polish and
enrich their ideas.
~here

was a great deal of socializing and conviviality going

on before, during and after the perforrnances, for vThen the

composer Berlioz, for example, went to hear Donizettirs
L'elisir

~'amor~

at the CalLnobiano theatre, Milan, 1834

••• he f olmd the theatTe full of pe ople talking
at the tope of their yoices with their backs to
the stage. But talking at the opera and at concerts seems to h~¥e been then a common practice
allover Europe.· (
'.

.

There were theatres allover the Peninsula, even in some
.

of the smaller ci ties, too.

Ho-wever, the great theatres--

for performances of both opera and drama--were at Venice,
Vicenza, Genoa, Turin, Milan, Bologna, Florence, Padua, Pisa,
.

Naples and Rome.

.

-

~

"To these elegant structures the elite and

the commonalty came to converse and ogle as well
. .Lh
1
" 2 28
th e opera or
u e P,9-Y.

as

to hear

0ne au t or
hgl
' ves a goo d ln
. d'l.ca-

tion of the great amount of artistic activity at one theatre
226Mar t 1n,
.
V· d . H'
1I1f
.'
'1"."
--£:~---2:~J.rUSl9~~, p. *'·.-2f

227

A~raham,

.'

9~.Clt.,

228 Wil1 and Ariel

York:

-

p. 15.

Dur~t, Rousseau

Simon and Schuster, 1967),. p. 220.

and Revolution (New

· 112

center:
La Quarconia was the most popular theatre in
Florence. In the same night, a tragedy', a farce,
a ballet, acrobatics, ~antomime and a violiti concert were given. In the pi t families ''lould eat
heartily, resel~ing the orange_peels and sim~~~r
projectile for use against unpopular actors.

At many of the performances, especially for opera premieres, crowds would gather outside the theatre early in the
afternoon, wai ting for t;le evening performance.
bring

san~wiches

tt • • •

~lould

and wine, and by evening there were us-

ually more than c'ould be admi tted
ranged

They

ot

The price of admission

from what today 1-lould be equivalent to a few

cents for the pit area, to two or three dollars for the re-.
served stalls or boxes. ,,230

The prince range, . then,

l'TaS

within the rea.ch of just about everyone, and this applied
to both drama and opera.

229Kelmard ,.
.9P. ci.t. , p. 176 •
230-lVecco
1"1,
1

.QR~ci t.

, p .. 135 .

CHlL"PTER

I.

I II

SUlvlJ:.:LARY

Italian drama, from. Alfieri to Niccolinif' generally
speaking~

was verbose, badly versified and constructed, ahd

often orlented to\'lards lyrici.sm at the expense of good and
true characterization and story development.

These plays

when read today (they are never performed) seem belabored
and boring works of historical curiosity only.

Yet much of

the q.rama had appeal for many of. the then liberals who
yearned for freedom from the oppressor and for Italian independence and unity.

Literacy or intellectual sophistica-

tion on the part of the

~udience

was not necessarily part of

the process of appreciating the political connotations.

Cen-

sorship--mostly of the government, but sometimes also of the
ChuTch--stepped in and blilllted efforts to perform or at least

~

caused changes to be made in the script.

Though the printed

word as such was censurabl~, the scripts often contained al·lusions"':-whether by intention or accident--to the conditions
on the Peninsula, and these allusions--so quickly picked up
by portions of the audi.ences and rapidly communicated to
others--were not censurable.
seemed

80_

j.nnocllons in

Words, phrases, etc., which

conte~t,

could be taken out of it and
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made into patriotic catchvlorcls and slogans, anti-government
in meaning wi th Liberal overtones that presaged the Ri-E.-0rgimental battles to come.
The same is. true of opera--only more so--for music has
an even greater and more immediate appeal to the emotions and
passions of its audience.

Its universal appeal

per~,

the

natural muscular response it engepders in reaction to its
tempo ..and -melody, plus

a libretto

that might· contain char-

acters, situations or dialogue that could be indi:r'ectly re·-la ted to t.he conditions on the Peninsula·-·-all add up to pos·..
sib~Le

the

s:i tuations recognizable to the audience.

No::ceover t

opera~-especially VerdiYs

••• "rere based on a simple rhythm to which eYeryone from the musical aristocrat to the simplest .
peasFJ,nt could have much the same musical a.nd. muscular response. The opera tended to be a great
leveler, binding all the audience, into a single
unit that appreciated, rocked and hmm~ed together.
This is one reason l'fhy some musical aesthetes of
the time found Verdi's music \rulgar, there seemed
so little room in it-for subtle musical effect and
appreciation. But for the great mass of people,.
particularly the Italians, it made going to the
opera even more of a communal experience which partly
explains why Verdi's choruses became such popular
~attle songs ~~lthe Italian struggle for unity and
1ndependence..
.
II.

CONCLUSIONS

The theatre-·-drama and

opera~-1830-1848,

was one of

more dynamic and immediate forces w·orking on the Liberal
minority--directly or

indlrectly--i~

231Nartin, Verdi! His ~I~sic •••. i

the formation of the
p. 201 •

.,
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nati.onal splrit.
It is most difficult to deterrnine--if' not impossible-the precise extent of the raIeof the theatre in Italy in
the creation of that spirit..

HO,"lever, from the foregoing,
.

there can be little doubt

th~t

,

it was a much greater force,

for example than the press.

Though the theatre labored un-

der its own handicaps,

of one form or another of cen-

sorshiPJ of

be~ng

~.gc,

constricted by the fact that theatres and

opera houses '\'lere required for perfcrc mances, and these were
only to be found ln the cities where-but a small minority

of the-population resided; nevertheless , it can be logi-cally inferred that the theatre for the many urban dwellers
was a potent influential factor which, judging from the
many demonstrations after performances and the many phrases
that entered the language from the. theatre at this time,
contributed to the development of the national spirit.

This

can also be inferred logically--if for no other reasons-because the theatre was a focai center of Italian city-life,
and because of the fact that to understand and enjoy the
works

at

the theatre--whether meri.torious or otherwise--did

not necessarily require literacy, educational background or
profound aesthetic sophistication on the part of the audience.
Rather, it demanded an intensity of feeling and an acute,

..
iiii

!

1
1
1

emotional, passionate

respons~,

qualities which have always

appeared to be part of the make-up of the Italian people.
~~en

this intensity of feeling was coupled to the Liberal

message inherent in many of the works, a

messa~e

of hope was
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communicated to the Italians who felt themselves
The audience was quick to unc;lerstand the

lI

ea de n

o~pressed.

language and.

to pick up and repeat phrases with political overtones-much to the sorrow of the authorities.

Therefore~

there is

considerable indirect evidence to -conclude that the theatre,
1830-1848, was a substantial factor in the formation of
the Italian national spirit.
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